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Abstract 
A study of the halo nucleus 6  H was performed through measurements of the 
(-y, irk) reaction on both CH 2 and 6  L targets by the Edinburgh, Tubingen 
and Glasgow university nuclear physics groups at the Institut für Kern-
physik, Mainz, as part of the A2 collaboration. The 855 MeV beam from 
the MAMI-B electron accelerator was steered onto a 4zm nickel foil radiator 
creating Brernmsstrahhmg photons which were tagged by the Glasgow tag-
ging spectrometer. A Microscope Tagging Spectrometer was used in parallel 
with the Glasgow tagger to improve the photon energy resolution from 2 to 
1 MeV. 
The energy and angle of + photoproduced in the target were mea-
sured using Edinburgh's new 'Ge6 array', allowing data to be taken with 
greater angular and energy resolution than previous experiments. Data 
were analysed for incident photons in the range E. = 180 - 220 MeV, at 
lab angles of 45°, 55°, 65°, 75°, 1000,  125° and 150°. The experimental setup 
allowed the excitation energy of the residual nucleus to be determined with 
a FWHM of 1.2 -+ 1.8 MeV which was sufficient to separate the ground and 
first excited states of the 'He nucleus. 
The differential cross sections for the halo nucleus 6 He were measured 
relative to the hydrogen cross section, taken from the MAID2003 code; based 
on parameterisations of available data. Comparisons are made with previous 
data for both residual nucleus states, and for the 6 Li('y, .+) 6 Heg8  reaction 
were made with recent Plane Wave Impulse Approximation calculations. 
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With the development of quantum mechanics in the early part of the twen-
tieth century and the discovery of the atomic nucleus in 1911, a rich testing 
ground for QM theory was emerging. Early successes included the 1928 
modelling of a-decay by Gamow and by Gurney and Condon, and the 1934 
theory of 0-decay by Fermi. Following the discoveries of the -lepton (Ned-
dermeyer and Anderson, 1938) and the it-meson (Powell, 1948), the proposi-
tion of the nuclear shell model (Mayer, Jenson, Haxel and Suess, 1949) and 
the rapid progress in accelerator technology, experimental nuclear physics 
began evolving as a discipline. 
1 
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1.2 Nuclear Structure and Properties of 6He 
One of the greatest achievements of nuclear physics was the development of 
the nuclear shell model. The shell model of the nucleus assumes that each 
nucleon moves in a smoothly varying potential which is the average effect 
of all the other nucleons in the nucleus. Since each nucleon is bound, this 
potential is negative. A further assumption is that each particle moves in 
an orbit which is that of a single particle in the potential. Given a suitable 
form for this potential the energy levels can be calculated, this is analogous 
to the atomic shell model proposed by Niels Bohr, which describes the orbits 
of electrons in an atom. 
The nucleon states are denoted by a single particle wave function 0 ,1j, 
where n is the primary quantum number, 1 is the orbital angular momentum 
and j is the total angular momentum arising from the coupling of this angular 
momentum to the spin, s, i.e. j = s + 1. 
In spectroscopic notation, the energy level is represented as nL3 , where 
L is the letter corresponding to the 1 value (s, p, d.. -* 0, 1, 2..). The states, 
each with a degeneracy of (2j + 1) for both protons and neutrons, are filled 
in a definite order as dictated by the energy level scheme. In Helium-6, the 
18112 and 'P3/2  shells are filled as shown in figure 1.1. The is states in 6 He 
comprise an a-core, and the remaining two neutrons couple to give J'T = 0± 
and 2 as the ground and the first excited states. 
1.2.1 Halo Nuclei 
Close to the neutron dripline, the weak binding of the nuclei leads to exotic 
features such as halos (see figure 1.2). The weakly bound neutron (or cluster 





Figure 1.1: Shell structure of 6 He. 
of neutrons) can tunnel into the space surrounding the core to give a large 
nuclear radius. A nucleus is said to be halo if it has an appreciably larger 
radius than that expected by the standard nuclear model: 
R = R0A" 3 	 (1.1) 
Where R is the nuclear radius and A is the mass number. The constant of 
proportionality, R. is 1.2 fm. 
Some of the halo nuclei shown in figure 1.2 are described as Borromean. 
This reference to the Borromean rings (see figure 1.3) illustrates the fact that 
whilst a system of three components form a stable nucleus e.g. 'He modelled 
as an alpha particle with two neutrons (a + n + n), each binary subsystem 
i. e. a + n and n + n, is unbound. A consequence of this is that Borromean 
















Figure 1.2: The N-Z curve for light nuclei, showing measured neutron haloes. 
halo nuclei cannot be studied using radiative capture reactions involving a 
stable beam and target nuclei. 
Halo nuclei were first described in the seminal paper by Tanihata et. 
al. [Tan85]. Tanihata studied the interaction cross sections (aj) of various 
isotopes of Helium, Lithium and Beryllium on targets of Beryllium, Carbon 
and Aluminium. The interaction nuclear radii, R1, of the projectile, p, and 
target, t, nuclei were then determined with the relationship described in 
equation 1.2. The interaction nuclear radii were then related to the rms 
radius. 
a1 = 71 [RI(p) + 
	
(1.2) 
Appreciable differences in radii between isobars were observed for some 
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pairs of nuclei including 6 He-6Li, as shown in table 1.1. The authors sug-
gested that this was due to a long tail in the matter distribution of 'He. "Li 
was seen to have a particularly large neutron distribution. Though no other 
A=11 nuclide was measured, comparisons with other lithium isotopes and 
`C suggested a large deformation or long tail in the matter distribution. 
RI Rm rms RC rms R rMs 
He 1.41 ± 0.03 1.72 ± 0.06 1.72 ± 0.06 1.72 ± 0.06 
6  H 2.18 ± 0.02 2.73 ± 0.04 2.46 ± 0.04 2.87 + 0.04 
7H-e-  2.48 ± 0.03 2.70 + 0.03 2.33 + 0.03 2.81 ± 0.03 
6  L 2.09 ± 0.02 2.54 ± 0.03 2.54 ± 0.03 2.54 ± 0.03 
7 Li 2.23 + 0.02 2.50 ± 0.03 2.43 + 0.03 2.54 ± 0.03 
8Li 2.36 ± 0.02 2.51 ± 0.03 2.41 ± 0.03 2.57 + 0.03 
9 Li 2.41 ± 0.02 2.43 ± 0.02 2.30 ± 0.02 2.50 ± 0.02 
"Li 3.14 ± 0.16 3.27 ± 0.24 3.03 ± 0.24 3.36 + 0.24 
12ç 	] 2.61 + 0.02 2.43 + 0.02 2.43 + 0.02 2.43 ± 0.02 
Table 1.1: Selected results from [Tan851. The superscripts m, c and ii correspond 
to mass, charge and neutron respectively. Units are in fermis. 
A more recent experiment at GSI' [Aum99] improved on existing mea-
surements for the rms distance between the cr-core and two valence neutrons 
of the 6He93 nucleus by studying the three-body breakup reaction: 
'He -p 'He + n + n 
A secondary 6 He ion beam of 240 MeV/nucleon was used, incident on 
carbon and lead targets. A multiwire proportional counter was used to detect 
the c particle and the neutrons were detected by the large area neutron 
detector, LAND [Bla92]. By measuring the momentum distribution of the 
'Geselehaft für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany 
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reaction products, the authors were able to give a measure of the nuclear 







Figure 1.3: Borromean rings. 
The case of 6  H is of particular interest to both theorists and exper-
imentalists in studying the phenomenon of halo nuclei and 3-body correla-
tions. The dominant configurations predicted for the 6He wavefunction, the 
'dineutron' and 'cigar' shapes are shown schematically in figure 1.4. How -
ever, microscopic multicluster calculations show also that the binding energy 
of 'He is better reproduced by including some 't+t' clustering in the ground 
Chapter 1. Background 
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Figure 1.4: The two dominant spatial configurations in 6 He, the 'dineutron' and 
'cigar' shapes. 
Significant investigations of 'He to date have been based on strongly 
interacting breakup reactions, which suffer from initial state interactions 
(ISI), final state interactions (FSI) and with considerable uncertainty in the 
reaction models. At intermediate photon energies, nuclear pion photopro-
duction has become a tool of investigation for the finer details of free pion 
photoproduction and the nuclear structure of the target nucleus. There are 
several advantages to studying those halo nuclei which can be accessed via 
photonuclear reactions, the cross section can be calculated with the DWBA: 
do, 	P 
c  J Wb.t'Jidr 	 (1.3) dO 




Tj = Wavefunction of struck nucleon 
lJJ, = Wavefunction of final halo nucleon 
= Wavefunction of outgoing pion obtained from optical models 
t = N(-y, 7r) N' Operator 
N(-y, ir)N' is well known [B1o77], and below the z(1232) resonance 
FSI are small and good descriptions of can be obtained from the opti-
Cal potential, [Kar98, Tia841. Hence measurements of ('y, ir) reactions can 
provide very sensitive tests of halo wavefunctions in nuclei. In the following 
section, we consider the background to this theoretical model. 
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1.3 Pion Photoproduction 
Photons interact with nuclei via the electromagnetic interaction, coupling to 
the charges and currents in the nucleus. Unlike other probes such as pions, 
which have such a high interaction probability that they are mostly absorbed 
at the surface, photoproduction is a much weaker process and the reduction 
in photon flux through the nucleus is negligible, thus allowing the whole 
nuclear volume to be probed. However, because the interaction probability 
is much smaller, the cross sections are also much smaller. To obtain good 
statistics experimentally, longer counting times are required. Cross sections 
for photonuclear reactions have a typical magnitude of milli or micro barns 
which have become increasingly accessible to experimentalists with refine-
ment of experimental technique. The energy of the photons determines the 
length scale over which the nucleus is probed. 
Photonuclear reactions are of particular interest to theorists as gener-
ally there is no perturbation of the target by the photon [MacUi] meaning 
initial state interactions can be ignored, providing a better test of other 
aspects of theoretical models. 
Figure 1.5 shows how the total photoabsorption cross section varies 
with photon energy. The same fundamental curve is common to all nuclei 
with mass numbers from 10 to more than 200 [Gaa9l]. Between 10 and 30 
MeV above the pion photoproduction threshold, the cross section is dom-
inated by the giant dipole resonance. At about 200 MeV above threshold 
and for several hundred MeV, the cross section is dominated by the delta 
(A = 1232 MeV) resonance. 
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Figure 1.5: The relative photon absorption cross section for selected nuclei. 
1.3.1 Free Pion Photoproduction 
Figure 1.6 shows the total cross section for the p(-y, irjn reaction. Ex-
perimental points are taken from {Fuj 77], and the curve is based on the 
Blomqvist-Laget (BL) model [B1o77]. The cross section can be considered 
as being determined by a number of resonances and in addition by processes 
which provide a smoothly varying background. 
Figure 1.7 sets out the kinematic variables for the single nucleon pho-
toproduction case. The four-momentum vectors are: k = (E, ) for the 
photon, p = for the target nucleon, qM = (E, p, ) for the pion and 
p = (E1, ) for the final nucleon. 
Blomqvist and Lagét used several terms in the formulation of their 
11 Chapter 1. Background 
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Figure 1.6: Free charged pion photoproduction cross section. 
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Figure 1.7: Pion reaction vertex showing the kinematics for Pion photoprodue-
tion. 
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Figure 1.8: Various terms in the free pion photoproduction amplitude used in the 
operator of Blomqvist and Lagét. The standard convention that time runs from 
left to right is used. 
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photoproduction operator, shown in figure 1.8. The first four diagrams are 
the Born terms, and the first three of these can be labelled by the Mandel-
stamm variables which form the Direct (s-channel), Pion pole (t-channel) 
and Crossed(u-channel) are defined as: 
s = (p + k') 2 = (q'+p)2 = W 2 (1.4) 
t 	(q' - k)2 = ( 	- h)2 = Q2 (1.5) 
(1.6) 
Where W is the total energy and Q is the 4-momentum transfer. The Man-
delstarnm variables are Lorentz invariant quantities that are related to the 
momenta of the exchanged particles in the Born terms. The s-channel Born 
term for example represents a photon coupling to a nucleon, the resulting 
body then propagates with a momentum (p + k) before decaying into a 
pion and a nucleon. 
The S-matrix is defined as [Ber67]: 
1 
___ 	 m 
S1 = - 	6 (2)2+ - — ku) (4E-yE,,EEf)  T
1  i 	(1.7) 
Where Tf2 is the transition matrix element given in it's most general form 
by: 
Tf = ett jfi= 	A i M 	 (1.8) 
eA is the photon polarisation vector. The sum in equation 1.8 is a linear 
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combination of all independent Lorentz invariants which can be formed by 
combining the polarisation vector, Ell, the dirac-y-matrices, and the parti-
cle momenta (expressed in Mandelstamm variables). Equation 1.8 solves 
([Nag9l]), giving the differential cross section in the form: 
	
da - 	
RI IIi)I2 	 (1.9) dOk 
Where: 
cr.qa.kx EF 	 cr.kqê 	ci•qq 
F=iaF1+ 	
qk 	
F2+i 	F3 + i 2  F4 	(1.10)IqlIkI q 
F14 are functions of photon energy and pion angle given in the reference. 
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1.3.2 Nuclear Pion Photoproduction 
Nuclear pion photoproduction is a particularly interesting phenomenon for 
researchers as it incorporates three basic areas: 
The elementary pion mechanism 
The nuclear dynamics 
The pion nucleus interaction 
The first has already been discussed in the previous section, and the 
other two comprise the remainder of the chapter. 
1.3.3 Pion photoproduction on a nucleus 
Unlike the case of free pion photoproduction, the nucleons in the nucleus 
are in motion. This so-called Fermi motion produces a kinematical effect 
whereby observed resonances in the cross section are smeared out or widened. 
In exclusive measurements where the nucleons from a given shell can be 
isolated, theoretical predictions will be sensitive to the single particle wave 
functions used in the calculation. 
The Pauli Exclusion Principle states that no two identical spin-i par-
tides can occupy the same state. As both the proton and the nucleon are 
fermions (and hence spin-!), they are bound by this principle. The pion 
photoproduction process cannot therefore leave the nucleus in a state where 
this principle is violated. This so called 'Pauli blocking' results in a reduced 
cross section. 
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A photoproduced pion can undergo a final state interaction (FSI) with 
the residual nucleus wherein it can be scattered or reabsorbed. This effect 
is particularly important in the A(-y, ir±)B reaction, where the pion can be 
produced on a nucleon in the core of the nucleus. There is a high proba-
bility of the struck nucleon being reabsorbed in a two step process which 
must occur for this to form the nucleus B. Therefore a thorough theoretical 
treatment should include this. 
FSIs are normally described using the optical potential. The plane 
wave of the pion is distorted by the nuclear potential thus reproducing scat-
tering. The imaginary part of the potential brings about a dampening of 
the wave reducing the pion flux (and hence escape probability). 
1.3.4 Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation 
In the Impulse Approximation (IA), off shell effects are ignored, as are mul-
tiple scattering in the nuclear medium, binding effects and any modifications 
to the free nucleon operator due to the nuclear medium. The Plane Wave 
Impulse Approximation (PWIA) is a simple extension of the IA with the 
outgoing pion modelled as a plane wave. 
In the DWIA however, the outgoing pion interacts with the rest of the 
nucleus in a way which effects it's angular distribution. By then solving the 
Schrodinger equation with an appropriate pion-nucleus optical potential, the 
pion wave function becomes distorted. 
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1.4 Previous Data 
Previous studies have been made of the 6Li('y, +)'He reaction, all of which 
share particular characteristics. The experiments have all used a mono-
energetic electron beam incident on a target, and measured pion yield at 
a particular angle or over a particular range. The 'end point technique' 
has been used, whereby only those pious detected at the very end of the 
momentum distribution (in the last 1.8 MeV) are assumed to contribute 
exclusively to the ground state transition. The photon spectra are then 
fitted to the pion distributions to give yields. The following section provides 
summaries of the individual experiments. 
1.4.1 The Saclay Data 
G. Audit et al. performed a measurement of the relative cross sections 
for the 6Li('y, 7-+)6He  and 'H(-y, -+)n  reactions for Bremsstrahlung photon 
energies from 145-158 MeV [Aud77]. Final states for the Helium nucleus 
were not resolved. As the pions were of insufficient energy to escape the 
target, the decay products were detected using two systems of two 40 mm 
thick Cherenkov detectors and a 5mm scintillator placed at 900  to the beam. 
The cross section for the Lithium target, 0Lj,  was given in terms of that 
measured for the CH 2 , a, as: 
1 2q 
aL = (0.098 ± O.004).a 25 
	1 
. 	
exp(25/2q) - 11 
Comparisons were made to several calculations with poor agreement 
and it was concluded that a better theoretical approach was needed. 
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1.4.2 The Tokyo Data 
K. Shoda et. al. performed measurements of the differential cross section 
for the ground and first excited states for the 6Li(y, 7rj 6He reaction at the 
Tohoku University linear accelerator facility [Sho8l]. An enriched 'Li target 
was bombarded with an electron beam at energies of 170, 180 and 195 MeV. 
The energy distributions of emitted positive pions were momentum analysed 
using a magnetic spectrometer. Differential cross sections were determined 
by comparison with H(-y, ir)n and 6 Li(e,6) 6Li data taken in the same run. 
The results are presented in figure 1.9 for both transitions as a func-
tion of q, along with results from the experiment performed by Audit et. 
at.. Various shell model calculations are included for comparison, Single 
particle shell model (SPSM), Cohen-Kurath shell model (CK) and Sask A 
and Sask C calculations which are based on electron scattering data. Good 
agreement was obtained with theoretical predictions at forward and interme-
diate angles for the ground state transition, with considerable discrepancy 
for the one backward measurement. For the first excited state agreement 
with predictions was not good. 
1.4.3 The MIT-Bates Data 
Shaw et at. performed measurements on the 6 Li('y, 7r+)6 He  reaction at labo-
ratory angles of 23.5°, 64°, 90° and 135° at the MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator 
Center [Sha91]. 
A 200 MeV electron beam passed through a tantalum foil radiator 
(only for the measurements taken at 90° and 135°) and then 10 cm further 
downstream a 150 mg/cm2 Lithium target (enriched to 96% 6Li), reaction 
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Figure 1.9: Experimental results for Shoda et. al.. Open circles for Ee = 195 
Me  (0 = 30° ,60° ,90° ), open squares for Ee = 180 Me  (8 = 30°, 90°, 150°), 
open triangles for Ee = 170 Me  (8 = 300 , 600 , 900 ). Closed circles are from 
previous measurements and closed squared are from Audit et. al.. 
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products were detected and identified using the Bates medium energy pion 
spectrometer (MEPS). Differential cross sections were obtained by fitting the 
section of the pion momentum spectra just before the endpoint by effective 
photon spectra which, for data taken at the two forward angles, included 
both virtual photons (92%) and real photons from Bremsstrahlung in the tar-
get. At the two other angles, the real photons also included Bremsstrahlung 
from the radiator comprising 61% of the total flux. 
(a) 
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Figure 1.10: The results from Shaw et. al.. E 1 = OOMeV. Error bars are 
statistical only. 
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The results are plotted in figure 1.10 with statistical errors only. A 
comparison is also made with harmonic oscillator based DWIA calculations 
by Doyle (solid line), [Doy88]. Good agreement is found with the theoretical 
calculation for the measurements at 23.5°, 64° and 90°. There is a 40% 
discrepancy at the backward angle measurement, but this is attributed to 
an error in the calculation. 
1.4.4 Current Experiment 
The motivation for this project was to improve on the little data exists for 
backward angles in the 'Li(-y, 7r+)6  He reaction as well as serving as a test 
of the new detector array and experimental configuration. This experiment 
measured the cross section at angles of 100°, 125° and 150°, producing data 
which can stand as a better test of current theoretical models which suggest 
that the differential cross section at backward angles in particular is sensitive 
to the halo structure. 
Previous experiments performed on the 6 Li(y, +)'He reaction have 
all used the 'end point technique' in determining the excitation of the He-
lium nucleus. By using the Edinburgh Ge6 Array in conjunction with the 
Glasgow Tagger and the microscope, it was expected that the energy res-
olution would be sufficient to resolve the first two states. This marked a 
significant improvement on the previous technique and provided the first 
clear measurement of transitions to the first excited state in 6 He. 
The calculated wavefunctions of Thompson et. al. [Zhu93] for 6  H 
based on the dineutron and cigar shape configuration were used by S. Young 
[YouO4] in modelling the 6 Li(y, ir)6 Hegs reaction. Young uses a Plain Wave 
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Impulse Approximation (PWIA), calculating differential cross sections for 
the reaction at various incident photon energies including at 200 MeV, ap-
proximately the average energy used in this study. A comparison between 
the result from this model and the data taken is made in chapter 7. 
In chapter 2, the testing of the prototype detector used for the main 
experimental run is described. The experimental setup is detailed in chapter 
3, and analysis techniques are described in chapters 4, 5 and 6. The results 
are discussed in chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
PSI Test Data 
The 6Li(-y, 7r+)6  He experiment described in here used Edinburgh's new Ge6 
array, which incorporated the HPGe stacked germanium detectors. A detec-
tor (shown schematically in figure 2.1, [FöhOO]), with the design properties 
listed in table 2.1, was tested at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in Villigen, 
Switzerland. As a first test of performance, the detector was placed directly 
in a charged particle beam and its response measured. 
2.1 HPGe Setup 
The biased detector was placed with its axis parallel to that of the beam, such 
that the centre of the beam was incident on the middle of the first crystal 
(figure 2.2). One of the output signals from the crystal number one's pre-
amplifier was connected to a timing filter amplifier (TFA) with integration 
and differentiation time constants both at lOOns. The resulting signal was 
then fed into a LeCroy 821 discriminator (821). This signal was input to a 
CAEN V462 dual gate generator (V462) which was then used as a strobe for 
23 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of prototype HPGe detector. 
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properties protons pions 
energy range 20-250 MeV 20-130 MeV 
resolution '-'200 keV 
Be-window contribution 100 keV 
resolution of one crystal 20 keV 
timing 1-2 ns 
crosstalk 0.5% 
max energy deposition 1-2 77 MeV 	35 MeV 
max energy deposition 3-6 951 44 MeV 
preamplifier gain 15-20 mV/MeV 
geometrical Q "lOO msrad 
risetime '—'200ns 
preamp decay r 50 is 
Table 2.1: Design properties of the stacked HpGe detectors. 
the charge to digital converters (QDCs) and hence experimental trigger. A 
second V462 was also supplied with the signal from the discriminator which 
was then subject to a 1is delay before being used to gate the time to digital 
converters (TDCs) which measured delayed events in crystals 4-6 (see figure 
2.3). 
The pre-amplifier output for each of the crystals was fed into an OR-
TEC 855 amplifier (855) and then into a QDC. The signals from crystals 
4-6, which were additionally connected to TDCs, were gated for events oc-
curring between 1 and 5is after the trigger. This was to look for decay 
afterpulses which were used in particle identification. The QDC and TDC 
output values were then recorded by the data acquisition system and written 
to disk. 
The detector's physical characteristics are covered in more detail in 
section 3.5.2 wherein the prototype detector is referred to as Asterix. 
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Figure 2.2: HPGe detector in pion beam line at focus. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic circuit diagram for signal processing. 
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2.2 Particle Beam 
The Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) at PSI is powered by a 590 
MeV proton beam which is incident on the spallation target. Upstream 
of this, the proton beam passes through two other targets which enable 
seven secondary beams of 7r± and M± particles to be created for concurrent 
experiments. The secondary beam line used for the detector tests, known as 
the irMi beam line, is attached to the first target station at an extraction 
angle of 22°, which corresponds to the orientation of the target wheel. 
Total path length 21m 
Momentum range 100-500 MeV/c 
Solide angle 6 msr 
Momentum acceptance (FWHM) 2.9% 
Momentum resolution 0.1 % 
Dispersion at focal plane 0.14 %cm' 
Spot size on target (FWHM) 15 mm horizontal 
10 mm vertical 
Angular Divergence on target(FWHM) 35 mrad horizontal 
75 mrad vertical 
Table 2.2: Characteristics of the irMl beam line. 
Thin sheets of carbon form the outer circumference of the wheel which 
rotates in the beam about an axis parallel to the beam direction. This allows 
the sheets to cool (by radiation only as it is in a vacuum), while presenting 
a constant target to the beam which due to its high current would otherwise 
melt a stationary target. 
The irMl beam line consists of an initial series of quadrupole magnets 
to focus the beam followed by a two metre long electrostatic separator (see 
figure 2.4). This has the effect of reducing the proton contamination in the 
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Figure 2.4: PSI irMl beam line. 
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beam from 400% to about 5% at 300 MeV/c. The beam then passes 
through a series of magnets for focus and steering. Between the two dipole 
magnets the beam passes out of the vacuum at an intermediate focus (where 
additional collimation can be placed and the rate managed) and back into 
a vacuum system again 20 centimetres further downstream. After the final 
series of quadrupole-dipole magnets, the beam passes out of the vacuum pipe 
and into the HPGe detector. In total, the particles in the beam will have 
passed through three Mylar® windows each 180im thick, 65cm of air and 
the 100gm thick beryllium window on the detector. The beam line physical 
characteristics are summarised in table 2.2 [Wal94]. 
2.3 Detector Performance 
10- 
I- 	 - 
8- 
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Figure 2.5: First crystal pulser response. 
Prior to performing an energy calibration to convert the raw data 
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into physical values, it was necessary to confirm the linear response of the 
detector across the dynamic range of the ADC. To do this, a pulser signal was 
applied to the test inputs which fed into the six crystals' pre-amplifier circuits 
at several different levels and the response recorded (see figure 2.5). The 
detector was found to have a linear response for all six channels throughout 
the dynamic range of the QDCs. The offsets, as determined by the pulser 
zero, were subtracted from the data. 
2.3.1 Calibration 
Across the range of beam momenta selected for this experiment, the protons 
all lack sufficient energy to pass through crystal one and so their respective 
energy is wholly deposited therein. Through a knowledge of the beam mo-
mentum and the physical barriers traversed by the protons, the energy loss 
(ELQSS ) and hence the energy of the protons at the first crystal (ETARCET) 
can be calculated (summarised in table 2.3). As the second dipole magnet 
can select the required momentum of particles, it was only necessary to cor-
rect for the energy loss after the particles left the vacuum of the pipe (i.e. 
one beampipe window, 45cm of air and then the detector window). This 
was done using the Monte Carlo simulation package SRIM2003 [Zie03]. 
Figure 2.6 shows the crystal response for a proton depositing 25.25 MeV. 
The protons are stopped in the peak centered at channel 760, with + and 
ii+ particles depositing less energy (see section 4.1.2), with a variation in 
energy deposited due to straggling. As the contamination by protons of the 
pion beam decreases with decreasing beam momentum, it was not possible 
to identify the proton peaks for the lower momentum settings. By fitting the 











193.5 19.74 *** 
204.25 21.97 1.82 20.15 
215 24.32 1.77 22.65 
225.75 26.78 1.53 25.25 
230.05 27.79 1.49 26.30 
Table 2.3: Proton target energy tabulation for detector calibration. 
location of all identifiable proton peaks, it is possible to map QDC channel 
number for the first crystal to energy deposited (see figure 2.7). 
Figure 2.6: Crystal one QDC output for beam momentum 225.75 
With the relative gains and offsets of the crystals established by the 
pulser walkthrough, a calibration value for all the crystals was determined. 
To check that these were as expected, an analogous energy loss calcula- 
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Figure 2.7: Crystal one Energy vs QDC channel for protons. 
tion was performed for the pions that stopped throughout the detector. 
The measured energy deposition was plotted against that expected from the 
SRIM2003 simulation. Once 4.1 MeV was added to the calculated values 
(to account for the + j+  decay energy), the values all agreed to within 
the errors of the fitting parameters used in determining measured energy. 
2.3.2 Pion Identification 
Figure 2.8 shows the combined afterpulse time spectra for crystals 4 to 6. A 






Events recorded correspond to true p+  decays and background ran- 
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Figure 2.8: TDC spectrum of after-pulse signals fitted with an exponential func-
tion ('red). 
doms. The factor A in the fitting function is a measure of these random 
events and was determined as 38 ± 10, suggesting a very low background 
during the experiment. The half-life of these events (C) was found to be 2.2 
± 0.02 1us which agrees with the accepted half-life value for the 
decay. 
Figure 2.9 shows the calibrated detector energy for a beam momentum 
of p = 215 MX  Well defined peaks of protons and pions can be seen at 
22.7 MeV and 120.7 MeV respectively. At this beam momentum, muons 
pass through the detector depositing only part of their energy and account 
for the broad continuum centered at about 95 MeV. 
The '' method of particle identification (as described in section 5.2) 
does not work very well for this experiment as the events are already fairly 
clean. The first crystal stops all the protons and so there is no LE against 
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Figure 2.9: Detector energy for a beam setting of p = 215 M 
Figure 2.10: Detector energy for a beam setting of p = 215 M ev with afterpulse 
condition. 
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which to plot them. Pions and muons have very similar energy depositions 
and cannot be separated by this method either. By requiring a hit in the 
delayed TDC spectrum, we substantially clean up the pion events (see figure 
2.10). 
2.3.3 Pion detection efficiency 
Not all of the pions which are recorded in the detector have an associated 
afterpulse detected. This could be for several reasons: 
The pion is negatively charged. 
The e+  energy fails to exceed the threshold on the ADC. 
The ir undergoes an inelastic collision. 
The decay event falls outside the TDC time window. 
For a clean 	event, where the pion stops in the detecor then under- 
goes decay to a muon, with the tdc time window set between 1 and 8 ps, 
the probability of recording a single muon decay event is: 
P(afterpulsepion event) = - f N0 eWdt = 0.65 	(2.2) N. 
The geometry of the detector will affect the probability of pion detec-
tion as the crystals increase in diameter through the detector, hence more 
of the decay energy will be detected. 
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2.4 Summary 
Though no information is available about the dispersion of proton events in 
the particle beam, fitting the peak allows us to put an upper limit on the 
single crystal detector resolution. The proton peak in figure 2.9 was found 
to have a FWHM of 366 ± 8 keV. 
The particle resolution, (or, ) is expressible as a function of several 
uncertanties (a): 
= abeam + Uener, loss + ares 	 (2.3) 
abeam = error in beam energy 
Uenergy loss = variation in dead layer energy loss 
Ures = detector resolution 
From the graph, the FWHM of the pion peak or, a,. is 1.57 ± 0.03 
MeV. The collimated beam produced a spot at the target that was 10 mm 
wide. From table 2.2, this corresponds to abeam = 120 keV. The uncertainty 
in energy loss is also given by the SRIM2003 package, which for this beam 
pion energy corresponds to Uefler, loss = 70 keV . Using equation 2.3, the 




The (-y,ir) experiment detailed in this thesis was carried out in July 2002 
at the Institut für Kernphysik at the University of Mainz, Germany. The 
electron beam from the Mainz Microtron (MAMI) is used in conjunction 
with the Glasgow tagger to produce a beam of real photons which is used 
by the A2 collaboration for its experiments. 
Various experiments are carried out by the A2 collaboration, this one 
constituting the first using Edinburgh's new Stacked Germanium Telescope 
array (Ge6). The array consists of several stacked germanium detectors for 
high energy resolution, in combination with double sided silicon strip detec-
tors for particle tracking. Of equal importance to the experiment are the 
electronic computing systems required for event triggering, data acquisition 
and online analysis. This chapter will describe each of the above elements 
in detail. 
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3.2 The Mainz Microtron 
Generating the highly stable 100% duty factor electron beam, the Mainz 
Microtron [Her90] is the foundation stone of this experiment. The 855 MeV 
beam can be produced with currents from tens of picoamps up to 1001tA. 
The facility also has the capacity to produce a helicity polarised electron 
beam [Ahr94]. 
3.2.1 Racetrack Microtrons 
A racetrack microtron is used to boost a mono-energetic electron beam from 
some initial energy E2 , to a final energy E1. If n is the number of times the 
beam passes around the microtron and G is the energy gain each cycle: 
E=E1 —E=nG 	 (3.1) 
The racetrack microtron (RTM) consists of a linear accelerator (linac), 
dipole magnets to bend and steer the beam, and a series of return pipes which 
together give the microtron it's characteristic 'race track' appearance (see 
figure 3.1). 
The linac section is an accelerating structure powered by high fre-
quency (2.45 GHz) electromagnetic waves produced by klystrons and deliv-
ered by waveguides. It contains a quadrupole magnet to focus the beam. 
The dipole magnets and the individual beam pipes return the beam to the 
start of the linac, but the path length ensures that it always arrives in phase 
with the accelerating field [Mac95]. In practice the number of cycles is large, 
so that with a relatively small G, the machine can be operated in continuous 
wave (c.w.) mode at room temperature. Due to the electrons being accel- 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a Racetrack Microtron. 
erated in phase with the electric field, the beam becomes pulsed in nature. 
However, its operating frequency of 2.45 GHz, is sufficiently high that we 
can regard it as continuous. With a 100% duty factor from this continuous 
operation, the rate of random coincidences is far less than for a pulsed beam 
making it extremely valuable for coincidence experiments. 
3.2.2 MAMI B 
The Mainz Microtron grew to its present configuration in several stages. 
Presently, a 100 keV electron gun feeds into the 3.5 MeV injector linac which 
in turn feeds into the first of three cascaded RTMs (figure 3.2). This first 
RTM (finished in 1979) boosts the beam energy to 14 MeV in 18 turns. 
The beam is then transported to RTM2 (finished in 1983) which increases 
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Figure 3.2: MAMI 
the beam energy to 180 MeV in 51 turns. This 180 MeV stage which came 
to be known as MAMI A provides the beam which is injected into the 450 
tonne MAMI B (finished in 1991). This third RTM raises the beam energy 
to 855 MeV in 7.5 MeV steps. The beam has a resolution of 60 keV with an 
emittance less than 0. 14rmm.mrad horizontally and vertically. The beam 
is steered and focussed by a series of dipole and quadrupole magnets into 
one of the four experimental halls shown in (3.2). Photonuclear studies are 
carried out in the A2 hail. 
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3.3 Tagged Photon Production 
Upon entering the A2 experimental hail, the c - -beam (energy Ee ) is focussed 
on to a 4im thick nickel foil radiator. Bremsstrahlung radiation is produced 
with an energy distribution approximately proportional to - and in a for-
ward directed cone of half-angle M, [Bet34]. The 7-beam passes on down 
the hail where it is collimated and from there it passes into the experimen-
tal area. The e- -beam passes through a dipole-magnet spectrometer which 
transports the beam into a beam dump. An electron that interacted with 
the radiator, creating a bremsstrahlung photon with energy E, will have 
less energy (E) than the main beam and have a smaller radius of curvature 
in the spectrometer. These electrons are focussed onto an array of detectors 
placed at the focal plane and used to determine Ee ' on an event by event 
basis. 
E = Ee - Ee ' 	 (3.2) 
By associating each photon with an electron of known energy in the 
spectrometer, we are able to determine from equation (3.2). This rela-
tionship forms the basis of the tagged photon technique. 
3.3.1 The Glasgow Tagger 
The Glasgow Tagger is a large electron spectrometer used in the A2 hall 
capable of tagging photons in the range 40-800 MeV [Ant9l]. With the Ni 
radiator at the most upstream part of the tagger, as shown in figure 3.3, the 
spectrometer has a single field setting to cover the entire momentum range 
from 0.05E0 to 0.94E0 for a beam energy, E0 = 855MeV. This represents 
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Figure 3.3: The Glasgow tagged photon spectrometer. 
• large acceptance (>95%) for the momentum analysed electrons obtaining 
• high overall efficiency and hence reducing the background from untagged 
photons. The tagger has an intrinsic resolution of 120 keV (for most of the 
energy range) and a vacuum system with a thin exit window allows the 
electrons to reach the focal plane detector with minimal scattering. 
To achieve these specifications, the tagger was based on a quadrupole- 
dipole design. The quadrupole is used to vertically focus the low energy 
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electrons and improve the efficiency for tagging the highest energy by-rays. 
3.3.2 The Focal Plane detector 
The energy of the post- Bremsstrahlung electrons is determined by the point 
at which they traverse the focal plane of the spectrometer. The Focal Plane 
Detector (FPD) has an array of 353 plastic scintillators (of type NE110 man-
ufactured by Nuclear Enterprise) arranged along a curve parallel to the true 
focal plane [Ha196]. The scintillators are set normal to the electron trajecto-
ries (see figure 3.4) and are layered so that any Bremsstrahlung electron will 
pass through two scintillators depositing approximately 400 keV in each. 
Figure 3.4 also demonstrates schematically how the coincidence re-
quirement is set for adjacent detectors thereby substantially reducing ran-
dom signals. Photons are tagged in the energy range 40-800 MeV with an 
average resolution of 2.2 MeV, at a total rate of up to 10 8s 1 . 
Correlation of any observed reaction with the tagged photon respon-
sible requires a timing coincidence between the experimental detectors and 
the FPD. As the signal from the FPD arrives much earlier than any detector 
signals, an additional delay of 500ns is required whilst maintaining a timing 
resolution of around 0.5ns for each tagger channel. 
3.3.3 The Microscope 
The microscope is a high resolution addition to the Glasgow tagger [Rei99]. 
By substantially decreasing the segmentation across the focal plane, the 
gamma energy resolution in the designated range is increased by about a 
factor 3. This experiment marks the first test of the microscope as part of 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the Focal plane detector. The scintillators are set 
normal to the electron trajectories, with widths (w) chosen to achieve slightly 
more than half overlap with adjacent scintillators. The scintillator thickness (t = 
2mm) and separation (d = 18mm) are the same for all elements. 
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an experimental setup. 
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Figure 3.5: The Mainz Microscope. 
Plastic scintillator fibres measuring 3mm by 2mm as shown in figure 
3.5 are aligned along the microscope plane giving approximately overlap 
with the neighbouring elements on each side. For electrons incident at 300 
this means there will be twice as many double hits (electrons passing through 
two elements) as singles. Whereas in the case of the FPD an overlap between 
neighbouring scintillators is required to reduce background counts, for the 
microscope a coincidence with a calibrated channel in the FPD is used. 
This means that the microscope cannot work independently of the FPD. 
Background counts are additionally suppressed in the off-line analysis by 
using QDC information from the fibres. 
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3.4 Targets 
During the experimental run, two targets were used and interchanged at 
regular intervals. The first was a 95.5% 6Li target which was the main 
target used in the experiment for data from the 6 Li('y, .+) 6 He  reaction. 
The second was a CH2  target which was used for calibration data via the 
p(-y, +)n  reaction, and as a reference to get relative cross-sections for the 
Lithium data. 





Figure 3.6: Target orientation relative to the beam. 
The count rate can be increased either by increasing the beam current 
so that there are more photons/sec incident on the target, or by increasing 
the number of nuclei/cm 2 presented to the beam. The former increases the 
number of random events as well leading to a greater electronic dead-time 
which can be counter productive in maximising efficient use of beamtime. In-
creasing the thickness of a target however also leads to greater uncertainty 
in both the energy and angular resolutions. The straggling in the energy 
lost by the pion through ionisation as it escapes the target is increased for 
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a thicker target and hence reduces the particle energy resolution. As the 
thickness of the target increases, the uncertainty of the reaction vertex in-
creases also, decreasing the angular resolution. These features are illustrated 
by figure 3.6. 
\LI 
Figure 3.7: System for mounting targets in beam. 
For the 6Li(y, ir) 6 He reaction, it was expected that the angular re-
gion of most interest would be that around the normal to the beam. For 
this reason the targets were placed at 30 degrees to the beam axis. This 
provided an effectively thicker target for the beam to traverse whilst on av-
erage reducing the distance through which the pious would have to travel to 
reach the germanium detectors. 
The Lithium target was 5.2mm thick whilst the CH 2 target was 2.0mm 
thick. Both targets were weighed to determine their densities. The dimen- 
sions of the targets used were so chosen based on the calculated energy losses 
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as functions of pion energy and angle for the lithium target whilst maintain-
ing a reasonable resolution. The CH 2 target was chosen to give comparable 
energy losses to the Lithium target. 
A target mount was built to allow the target to be fixed at 30 degrees 
to the beam axis whilst allowing a quick and easy interchanging of targets 
between the beam rims (figure 3.7). A rod placed in the central spigot was 
adjusted from below to vary the height of the mount (and hence the target) 
in the beam. 
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3.5 Particle Detectors 
In detecting the reaction products of any gamma ray interaction with the 
target, it is necessary to measure their energy and direction of incidence 
on the detector so that the corresponding 4-vector can be constructed. We 
also require a timing signal relative to either the focal plane detector or 
microscope for incident gamma identification. 
The basic principle of a semiconductor detector is that when a charged 
particle enters the detector, it interacts with the atomic electrons of the 
medium exciting them from their atomic orbits producing charge carriers in 
the depleted region. The electrons (or holes) are then swept to the anode 
(or cathode) due to the applied external electric field before they have time 
to recombine, and the charge is converted into a voltage pulse by an integral 
charge sensitive preamplifier. This voltage pulse is then proportional to the 
energy deposited by the charged particle. 
3.5.1 Double Sided Silicon Strip Detectors 
Double sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs) are used principally in this 
experiment for position information, but a relative energy deposition is also 
recorded to aid in particle identification. 
Figure 3.8 is a schematic representation of a DSSD. A DSSD is made of 
a silicon wafer typically 300 microns thick with implanted donor impurities 
in strips perpendicular to each other on the p and n sides. A particle passing 
through the wafer will create charge pairs as already described. The electrons 
will drift towards the anode (horizontal, n-type in figure 3.8), and the holes 
towards the cathode (vertical, p-type in figure 3.8). As all the strips on 
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of a double sided silicon strip detector. 
Figure 3.9: DSSD in mounting, back and front. 
WIN 
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each side of the detector are individually instrumented, by combining the 
information from each side of the detector, the position measurement is 
pixelised by identifying one vertical and one horizontal strip. 
The DSSDs used in this experiment were of the Micron BB2 model. 
Each consisted of 24x24 strips with pitch 1mm, giving 576 pixels (see photo, 
figure 3.9). By combining two of these detectors together, we have two pixels 
at a known separation and are hence able to reconstruct the trajectory of 
the incident particle. This helps to reduce background by ensuring that only 
events from the beamspot are counted and is also used in calculating the 
kinematics of the reaction. 
3.5.2 Stacked Germanium telescopes 
A Hyper-Pure Germanium detector (HPGe) is a semiconductor diode with 
an intrinsic region sensitive to ionising radiation. The intrinsic region is 
created by implanting the two ends of a germanium crystal with p and n 
type impurities, which act as donors of holes and electrons respectively. By 
applying a reverse-bias voltage (i.e. a negative voltage to the p-side), the 
electrons in the n region are attracted to the p-side and likewise for the holes 
in the p-side. The result is an enlargement of the depleted zone and hence 
the sensitive area for radiation detection. At a sufficiently high voltage the 
germanium crystals are fully depleted. This is only done at liquid nitrogen 
temperature (77K) when the thermal excitation of electrons is very low and 
damage to the doped layers will not occur. With HPGe detectors, it is not 
necessary to maintain the detectors at 77K except when bias is applied, the 
detectors can be warmed up to room temperature when not in use. With 
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Crystal Number Asterix Obelix Panoramix Ideflx Majestix 
1 14.2 15.4 15.1 15.5 15.1 
2 14.0 15.3 15.2 15.2 15.2 
3 19.7 20.1 19.9 19.7 19.9 
4 19.9 20.1 20.0 20.1 20.0 
5 20.0 20.1 20.1 20.3 20.1 
6 20.5 20.3 20.2 20.3 20.2 
Total = 108.3 111.3 110.5 111.1 110.5 
Table 3.1: Germanium crystal thickness in mm. 
the use of a cryostat coupled to a three litre dewar, the HPGe's can hold 
their temperature for about 24 hours. 
The Edinburgh Germanium Telescopes consist of six planar HPGe 
crystals (this means that the signal shape is not a function of position as the 
E-field is uniform) capable of stopping pious of up to 130 MeV and protons 
of up to 210 MeV. 
The six crystals are aligned on the central axis of the detector (see 
figure 3.10), with equal spacing between them. They gradually increase in 
radius along the axis, maintaining an active region across the whole solid 
angle of the detector. The bias voltage is applied to the crystals in pairs 
so that any two adjacent faces are not at opposite potentials. A 100am 
beryllium window on the front of the detector preserves the vacuum seal 
(which is important for holding the operating temperature). Beryllium was 
chosen because of it's low atomic number, meaning energy loss and straggling 
effects will be minimised. 
The five detectors were made at different times and have slightly dif-
ferent physical dimensions along the axis whilst sharing identical active di-
ameter sizes. A list of these properties is presented in table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.10: Cross section plan of the first HPGe, Asterix. 
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Figure 3.11: HPGe detector in its cradle. 
3.5.3 Detector Setup 
Figure 3.12 shows how the strip detectors are positioned in front of the 
Germanium detector for particle tracking, as well as the convention for strips 
detector numbering. The two DSSDs were separated by 40mm and DSSD1 
was mounted on the front of a germanium detector 2.5mm from the detector 
window. 
Three of the germanium detectors had DSSDs mounted. In total, five 
Germanium detectors were used and those with strips mounted were placed 
aound 90 degrees to the beam where it was considered that a higher angular 
resolution would be of greater importance. The five detectors were fixed on a 
correlation table (see figure 3.13) which allowed them to be rotated through 
various angles relative to the beam axis whilst maintaining the central de- 
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DSSDO 
Figure 3.12: Strip detector numbering 
tector axis pointing directly at the beamspot. Asterix was placed at several 
angles throughout the run in order to increase the number of measurements. 
An additional feature of this setup was that the detectors could also be eas-
ily moved towards or away from the target. This is important in order to 
stop the experiment being totally dominated by a high count rate from a 
detector at a forward angle. By reducing the solid angle subtended by a 
detector in moving it further back, the relative count rate could be reduced. 





0 0 Asterix 
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Figure 3.13: The correlation table 
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3.6 Event Triggering 
Once a particle has generated a signal in the germanium detector which is 
then processed for receipt by an ADC, the role of the electronics is to: 
• Identify events of interest. 
• Digitise the pulse information i.e. charge and time. 
• Store all the event information. 
The first requirement is met by trigger electronics which, upon recog-
nising a desired event, gate the ADCs that are then used to digitise the pulse 
information. The data acquisition system (section 3.7), deals with storing 
the good events. Whilst higher level decisions to take or ignore an event are 
taken, the experiment readout is disabled. For this period of time, genuine 
events cannot be detected and so it is referred to as dead time. It is essential 
to minimise the dead time and in practice this corresponds to making the 
trigger as selective as possible without discarding good events. 
For any given event, we need to know the size of the signal which is 
obtained using Charge to Digital Converters (QDCs), and the time of each 
pulse relative to the start time. This is the time at which the pulse rises 
above the leading edge discriminator threshold producing a logic pulse and 
stopping the Time to Digital Converters (TDCs). 
3.6.1 Trigger Logic 
The trigger electronics uses the pulses from the discriminators to decide 
whether an event of interest has occurred. 
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Figure 3.14: Flow diagram of trigger logic. 
A two level trigger system was used for the experiment, allowing fast 
and simple decisions to be made on the first level, quickly rejecting unsuit-
able events and helping reduce dead time. As well as immediately rejecting 
a spurious event, the first level trigger can gate ADCs and start converting 
an event of interest for storage or initialise the second level trigger if further 
investigation is required. The second level trigger can make more complex 
decisions on whether an event is good, and after a preset time can initialise 
the data acquisition or reset all the ADCs and await the next event. A flow 
diagram showing the order of decision making is shown in figure 3.14. 
3.6.2 First Level Triggers 
Both the first and the second level triggers are controlled using a LRS4508 
Multi-Logic Unit (MLU). Each can take up to eight inputs which are then 
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Figure 3.15: The level one trigger. 
decoded and processed accordingly. For the first level MLU, shown in fig-
ure 3.15, the five germanium detectors provide inputs 1-5. The test signal 
in channel 6 and the lead glass in channel 7 are not used during normal 
experimental running. 
When the pulse from the crystal one of any of the Ge-detectors is of 
strength >300mV, the threshold for the level one trigger is exceeded and 
the trigger is activated. For this configuration, an OR was set on the first 
five channels, it was also recorded for any event which channel (and hence 
detector) caused the trigger to activate. The MLU is strobed and the output 
conditions generated. There are two main outputs: 
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• Level 2 Activate - This initiates the gates for the detector ADCs 
(output channels 1-5) and activates the second level trigger for further 
processing. 
• Immediate Reset - If more than one trigger is present, which is an 
unlikely occurrence, then the event is rejected and the system reset to 
process the next event. 
The dead time is measured for each event regardless of the outcome. 
This is important for online monitoring of the experiment. 
3.6.3 Second Level Triggers 
Once the level one trigger determines that the initial requirements have been 
met (i.e. an event in a Ge-detector), the higher level second trigger is called. 
The second level trigger responds to a more complex set of conditions and 
so takes more time to determine a result. The trigger has three inputs: 
• Ge-Detector - This condition requires that the event in the start 
detector is of a large enough size in the first crystal and over the 
sum of all the crystals. This allows most of the high energy electron 
events which dominate the first level trigger from the Ge-detectors to 
be eliminated. 
• Tagger OR - In order to reconstruct the photon energy, a prompt 
electron must be detected in the tagger focal plane detector or the 
microscope. The microscope multiplicity is reduced by requesting a 
co-incidence with the tagger and hence only the tagger is necessary 
for the trigger. For this condition any of the 352 focal plane elements 
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must have fired within 80ns of the initial start signal. The signals from 
the tagger are hence delayed for the second level trigger. At normal 
beam currents, there are usually several events: that representing the 
prompt electron but also randoms. 
• Afterpulse - This trigger has the largest effect on rejection of bad 
events. By requiring a second signal between 1 and 8ps after the 
initial event signal, we are checking for the decay of a which has 
a halfiife of 2.2its. 65% of 7r+ events should have a corresponding 
decay in this time window. The time for which the system waits 
before checking for afterpulses is optimised to reduce random signals 
but maximise decay signal detection. If we wait longer than 8is, we 
increase the experimental dead time and have a low probability of 
detecting pions. 
Figure 3.16 illustrates the second level decode sub-circuit. As with 
the first level trigger, it is based on a LRS4508 MLU. The MLU is strobed 
1ts after the first level trigger is generated. This time allows the second 
level triggers to be processed, and in particular is dependent on the inspect 
time for the 7r-trigger. For this experiment a 1/Ls delay was set before the 
afterpulse inspect. The output can be in either of two states, corresponding 
to good or bad events. A set of QDCs mirroring those for the prompt signal 
are used to detect the pulse heights from the afterpulses, and the times at 
which these events occurs is recorded in multi-hit long range TDCs. 
• Interrupt - This response is given if the input conditions have all 
been met. The interrupt is issued to the data acquisition computer 
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Figure 3.16: The level two trigger. 
and the ADCs are read out. Once the readout is complete (typically 
a few ms), the computer activates the master reset. 
• Fast Clear - The event is rejected if it does not meet all of the input 
conditions (e.g. no afterpulse). The Fastbus ADCs which had started 
the conversion due to the first level trigger are reset using the fast clear 
option. The trigger logic is unlatched via the master reset (see figures 
3.15, 3.16), and the system waits for the next event to be processed. 
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3.7 Data Acquisition 
The data acquisition system is the means by which the electronic signals in 
the detectors are converted into raw data during the experimental run and 
stored to tape for further analysis later. Firstly the system must initialise the 
electronics modules and load the pre-prograrnrned settings e.g. discriminator 
thresholds. Secondly it must respond to the trigger and record all the event 
information in a useful format. 
The data acquisition software used for the HPGe-TOF June 2003 
beamtime was the ACQU data acquisition and analysis system [Ann95, 
Ann96] developed by Glasgow University. ACQU is coded in the C program-
ming language, and is used for running both the experimental hardware and 
the workstation based component which stores on-line data or reads and 
analyses off-line data. 
Central to the acquisition system is the VME crate which houses a 
single board computer running the 0S9 operating system, and a VME-bus 
interface with 16MB of RAM. The computer executes the acquisition soft-
ware whilst the VMEbus controls the Input/Output between the computer 
and other interface modules. These interface modules provide a two-way 
data path to the Camac and Fastbus crate controllers. The data collected 
is then sent to a computer outside the experimental hail in the counting 
room. This computer stores the data to disk (the data is later transferred 
to magnetic tape), and can perform the online analysis. 
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3.7.1 Acquisition software 
The acquisition software running on the computer in the experimental hall, 
ACQU [Ann93] consists of four main processes: 
. vme.supervise: On the basis of user-edited parameter files, this pro-
cess initialises all the modules and if required initiates the subsequent 
ACQU and store processes. 
• ACQU: The ACQU process responds to an interrupt from the trigger 
logic and reads out the contents of all the modules giving the ADC 
contents. The data is read as pairs of integers, corresponding to ADC 
number and contents. The process is zero suppressed, i.e. ADCs with 
zero entry are not read out. This helps to minimise the memory usage. 
When the readout is complete, ACQU unlatches the trigger and the 
process is returned to wait for the next interrupt. 
• store: When the buffer from the ACQU process is full, the store 
process is activated and the data is transferred to the VAXstation for 
recording and online analysis. 
• control: Started by the user, this allows the acquisition to be stopped, 
started or paused. Runs are usually written to disk in sizes of about 
500 megabytes. 
3.7.2 Online Analysis 
Online analysis is necessary to supervise the experiment and ensure it is run- 
ning properly. While it is not feasible to do a thorough analysis in real time, 
a crude one is imperative to allow changes to be made and monitored. The 
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analysis is performed on a PC in the counting room outside the experimental 
hail running ACQU software. The three processes run are: 
. vme_server: This is the process that makes the connection to the 
VME based computer. A proportion of the events are passed using 
this to the sort process for analysis. 
• sort: This processes the contents of the ADCs on an event by event 
basis subject to predesignated conditions specified in parameter files. 
It allows the contents of individual ADCs to be viewed as spectra 
as well as more complicated user-defined spectra (UDS) in order to 
monitor the progress of the experiment. 
• xcontrol: This process is a GUI (graphical user interface) to allow 
the user to view the spectra generated by the sort process. 
Chapter 4 
Detector Calibrations 
During the experiment, the data is written to magnetic tapes so that 
a more detailed analysis can be performed off-line. This raw data is a record 
of all the ADC indices and their contents for each stored event. By correctly 
calibrating the detectors, the raw data is processed into information in the 
form of real physical quantities. This chapter discusses the techniques which 
were applied to the data from the various detectors in order to achieve this. 
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4.1 General concepts. 
Figure 4.1 shows a general schematic of the detector configuration. The 
quantities used in this chapter are defined as follows: 
= Target angle 
e = Detector angle 
Angle of particle emission 
d = Distance from centre of target to detector 
a01 = Discriminator thresholds 
pi = QDC pedestals 
ri = Pulse rise times 
TTOF = Particle time of flight 
4.1.1 Pedestal Subtraction 
The energy signal from either a germanium crystal or a photomultiplier tube 
(as is the case for the microscope) is converted by the QDC into a number, 
Q. This number is not proportional to the signal height as there exists a 
constant offset, the pedestal, which must be subtracted from this raw value. 
The pedestal, p, is caused by the current constantly present across the QDC 
input, and once established, the pulse height, a, can be determined: 
a=Q — p 	 (4.1) 
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Figure 4.1: Notation for experimental setup. 
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4.1.2 Energy loss 
The Bethe-Bloch equation (4.2) gives the energy loss for particles of mass 
M and charge +1 in travelling through a medium. 
dE - 41rpNArc2 Z1 [1 2mey2132c2Tmax - - - 	(4.2) 
dx 	A 	/32[21fl 	jadj 	 j 
2 2 Z 
Where Z is the charge of the nuclei in the medium, p is the density and A is 
the atomic mass. 'adj  is the adjusted ionisation potential (Iwli = 280.6 eV for 
Germanium), 5 is the density correction, C represents the shell corrections 
and: 
T.
2m€c'y 2i32 (4.3) = 
l+2'y.+ 
[]2 
47rNArc2 = 0.307OMeVcm 2 /g 	 (4.4) 
4.1.3 Dead layer correction 
The loss (principally by ionization) of energy by particles is not merely 
limited to the active regions of our detectors, and in traversing the distance 
between the reaction vertex in the target and the active detector medium, 
the particle will have to pass through several inactive, or 'dead' layers (see 
figure 4.4). Since this energy loss cannot be measured, it is calculated by 
use of the range method, [Kno89]. 
The ranges for particles of given energies in a particular medium can 
be calculated from the Bethe-Bloch equation and are well documented for 
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Figure 4.3: Rangle for Pions in various media. 
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detector materials [Gre87]. The range method uses this principle to extrapo-
late backwards from the energy measured in the detector (E), establishing 
the corresponding energy loss in the dead layers (E1033 ) to determine what 
the energy of the particle was at the reaction vertex, Evert. 
E,ertex - E + E1088 	 (4.5) 
For a particle depositing energy Edet in the detector, the range of that par-
tide in the material of the first dead layer is R0 : 
RO= cEdet 
	 (4.6) 
Where c and k are constants dependent on the particle type and medium. 
It follows that before the particle entered the first dead layer, of thickness 
d 1 , it had a range of R 1 , and energy E1 : 
R 1 = R0 + d1 = cE 	 (4.7) 
And so we can express the energy of the particle before the first dead layer 






This process is then repeated back along the track of the particle to the 
target for each dead layer. The particle is assumed to have come from the 
centre of the target and the final energy loss correction is done using half its 
thickness. In practice of course, the particle can be emitted from the target 
at a range of angles ( 0, determined by the DSSDs) and so a correction factor 
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Figure 4.4: The range method for calculating energy loss. 
for the thickness of the materials is applied (see eq. 4.9). The target itself is 
at angle 0, with the detector at an angle e and so an alternative correction 











In order to generate a stop signal for a TDC, a germanium signal must 
exceed it's discriminator threshold. The threshold is normally set as low as 
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Figure 4.5: Determination of discriminator thresholds. Striped histogram is raw 
QDC data, dark histogram is the same with TDC valid entry condition. 
possible to include the maximum number of events whilst remaining above 
the intrinsic noise level. The value of this threshold must be known in 
order to perform the discriminator walk correction (see section 4.1.5), and 
can be established by plotting the QDC spectrum of a germanium with the 
condition that the associated TDC has a valid entry (see figure 4.5). 
In establishing the timing of an event in a germanium detector, a 
logic pulse is created from the signal from the first crystal, the leading edge 
of which represents the time of occurrence of a linear input pulse. The 
simplest way of creating such a logic pulse is to sense the time at which the 
leading edge of the detector signal crosses a fixed discrimination level. Such 
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THRFSHOLD 
TIME 
Figure 4.6: The uncertainty in start time A T due to electronic noise. 
'leading edge' timing methods are especially effective when the dynamic 
range of the signals is not large. HPGe crystals have a low intrinsic noise, 
but various other factors can contribute to noise effects and though slight, 
this results in the pulses not being perfectly smooth. This noise in the signal 
affects the leading edge and produces an uncertainty in the time at which 
the threshold is actually crossed. This is demonstrated schematically in 
figure 4.6 where the noise level is exaggerated relative to the pulse height. 
The black lines around the central pulse (green dashed line) indicate the 
approximate area across which a pulse may be 'smeared' due to noise. In 
order that the uncertainties incurred due to this effect are minimised, the 
threshold is chosen to be in a region of steeper slope, thus reducing the LT. 
4.1.5 The Walk Correction 
The recorded time, T 1 , at which the leading edge of the start signal crosses 
the discriminator threshold relative to the TDC start time is not a true 
record of the event time in the germanium detector. Its relation to the true 
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Figure 4.7: Walk correction for different pulse heights. 
start time T0  depends on the pulse height and shape as shown in figure 
4.7. Due to the limited dynamic range of the signals, the pulse shape can 
be treated as constant and independent of height. Additionally the leading 
edge is assumed parabolic for each pulse. Thus the start time differs between 
individual pulse heights only as a function of height, and is known as the 
walk effect. 
For the case of pulse one in figure 4.7, the recorded start time T1 is 
related to the true start time T0 by equation 4.11 
To Ti +r(l —  L. (4.11) nLa 
Where r is the rise-time of the pulse in TDC channels, a and a 0 are 
the pulse height and threshold both in QDC channels. Once the detector 
is calibrated the QDC channels can be converted into physical quantities - 
though this is generally unnecessary. More useful is the conversion of TDC 
channels to time, this is done simply by applying the conversion coefficient, 
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f (in ns/channel) characteristic of the TDC (this can also be verified using a 
precision pulser). With the addition of a correction for the variation in the 
start pulse (At) is added, the time of the pulse relative to the reaction, t, is 
obtained: 
t=T0f+it 	 (4.12) 
4.1.6 Time of flight corrections 
The walk correction allows us to determine the time at which the particle 
entered the detector. But just as the energy losses from the target vary as 
a function of pion energy and angle, so does the time taken to reach the 
detector after the reaction. For a pion of measured energy E, emitted from 
the target at an angle 0, the time of flight (TTQF) is given by eq. 4.13: 
TTOF = 	
d 	(E7, + rnc) 	
(4.13) 
cl COS (0 )I + 2E,,.mc2 
4.2 The Start detectors 
The start detector (any one of the first crystals in each of the Ge-detectors) 
is used to generate TDC starts and coincidence gates. The signal from the 
start detector is the first point at which the equipment records evidence of a 
reaction, t3rtpu13e.  The startpulse is designed to occur at a fixed time relative 
to the reaction time, tr2cj. In practice however this difference varies as 
a function of particle energy and the associated correction accounts for the 
flight time of the particle from the reaction vertex to the detector, the walk 
of the discriminators and the misalignments in the timings of the crystals. 
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The corrections are summarised in the term At start: 
tre,tjOfl = t5tartpflSe - At st, rt 	 (4.14) 
At start = Atfz 9ht + At walk + Ataijgn 	 (4.15) 
For particles of the same mass, the flight correction depends only on 
the variation in the velocities of the particles. For pions between 20 and 120 
MeV over a distance of about 10cm this is <0.5ns and is much less that the 
resolution of the detectors. The most significant factor in At start  is the walk 
correction. The start detector walk correction was determined by plotting 
the respective pulse height against the aligned tagger TDC spectrum (see 
figure 4.8). 
4.3 The Photon Taggers 
The photon taggers are used to measure the energy of the electrons associ-
ated with the Bremsstrahlung at the radiator and also their time of arrival 
at the focal plane relative to the reaction (start) time. In practice the tag-
ger signals are generated before the start signals and so are delayed before 
being passed to the trigger. The large dipole magnet of the tagger bends 
the electrons so they are dispersed along the focal plane as a function of 
their energy. Each scintillator measures a range of these electrons which is 
dependent on its width and is a function of the field strength of the bending 
magnet. This value is measured and monitored precisely by a Nuclear Mag-
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Figure 4.8: The start detector walk correction. 
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Figure 4.9: The aligned and walk corrected (red) tagger time spectra. 
to calculate the energy bite for each element. Given the initial beam energy 
of 855 MeV, the electron's residual energy is used to determine the energy 
of each photon. 
4.3.1 The Focal Plane Detector 
The signals from electrons correlated with Bremsstrahlung photons which 
caused an actual event accrue to form a coincidence peak in the element's 
TDC spectrum. This peak is due to the difference in transit time of the 
electron from the radiator to the element and the photon from the radiator 
to the target. As all the electrons are highly relativistic the time differ-
ence remains constant for a given element and is proportional to the path 
difference of the photon and the Bremsstrahlung electron plus an offset. 
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This peak is sharpened by applying the start detector walk correction. 
All 352 tagger elements are aligned to form a single peak in the combined 
spectrum. The prompt electrons are those in the peak and the background 
results from electrons not correlated with the photon which induced the 
reaction. Figure 4.9 shows the aligned and walk corrected TDC. 
4.3.2 The Microscope 
The microscope is not required as part of the trigger, but is gated by the 
level one trigger. As such the time resolution for the microscope is limited 
by that of the FPD. In order to reduce the number of random events in the 
microscope, a coincidence is required with the corresponding FPD element 
behind it. Any cross-talk is reduced by wiring the TDCs for adjacent ele-
ments at least 4 apart. Each element in the microscope is also connected to 
a QDC to help reduce random events by allowing a variation of threshold. 
It transpires however that the QDCs do not contribute to a homogenous 
reduction in random events and due to their gating, only those randoms 
which occur after the prompt peak (see figure 4.10). 
4.4 DSSD 
The purpose of the double-sided silicon strip detectors is to provide pixelised 
information about the particle position for vector tracking and to provide 
information about the particle energy. A quantitive energy signal is not 
required from the strips as the variation in energy deposition in 300.tm of 
silicon for pious in the energy range of interest is smaller than the variation 
due to straggling effects in the various dead layers. Therefore the energy 
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Figure 4.10: Microscope timing spectrum with and without the requirement of a 
QDC coincidence. 
losses between the the target and the detector are calculated as described in 
section 4.1.3. 
4.4.1 Energy Calibration 
The signal height for a strip measured across an ADC is dependent on the 
charge collection in the detector and the subsequent electronics for signal 
processing and storage. The relative gains of the strips are determined by 
plotting the signal height from the front (vertical) strips against the back 
(horizontal) strips (see figure 4.11). Any strips which contribute to events 
recorded with a gradient (m) other than one have a correction factor 
applied to align them with the other strips. 
By requiring only events which have a small range of energies and stop 
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Figure 4.12: ADC entries for a strip with energy condition in Ge-detector. 
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Figure 4.13: Strip signal vs. Energy in Ge-detector. 
in the first crystal, we limit the events in the strips. As the energy deposition 
in the strips varies for different particle masses, we can identify signals from 
a strip generated by different particle types (see figure 4.12). This allows us 
to correct for the offset for each strip. 
Once the calibration factors are established, the strip signals can be 
combined to give one signal for the purposes of particle identification (see 
figure 4.13). 
4.4.2 Charged Particle Trajectory 
The primary purpose of the DSSDs was to provide a means by which the 
particle trajectories could be determined. A condition was introduced in the 
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one horizontal strip for each DSSD were kept. Using the vertical strips for 
the two DSSDs, the angle 6 (as shown in figure 4.1) is determined for each 
event by the strips hit and the DSSD geometry. If the particle hits the first 
DSSD at strip S 1 and the second at 82 (as shown in figure 4.14), for a DSSD 
separation, d, and a pitch, p, 0 is given by: 
( 
tank 




DSSD separation. d 
Detector axis 
S i 
Figure 4.14: Determination of 6 using DSSDs. 
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4.5 HPGe Telescope Calibration 
4.5.1 Linearity 
In order to perform a mapping of QDC channel number to detector energy 
deposition, it is firstly necessary to determine whether the individual pream-
plifiers have a linear response. Using a EG&G ORTEC 448 research pulser, 
a series of pulses were applied to the test inputs of every crystal on each 
detector. This was done at two different signal attenuations to enable the 
QDC pedestal to also be determined. Figure 4.15 shows the response for 
the electronics associated with detector Panoramix's crystal two. The ex-
perimental data was taken at the 'LOW' attenuation, and the electronics for 
each of the crystals was found to have a linear response at this attenuation 
across the whole dynamic range of the QDC. 
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Figure 4.15: Panoramix's crystal 2 QDC output from pulser inputs with both 
low and high attenuation. 
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4.5.2 Pion Ridge Energy Calibration 
The energy of the 	in the p(-y, 7r+)n reaction is kinematically over defined 
and is a function of the -y  energy and the emission angle in the lab frame (see 
appendix A). In the pion ridge energy calibration method, the energy of the 
pion is reconstructed from the energies of each of the -Y-rays tagged during 
an event. The 'Pion Vertex Energy' against which the reconstructed energy 
is plotted, is the energy measured in the detector (using linear calibration 
values) with a correction for the energy losses in the dead layers and is hence 
the energy the would have had at the reaction vertex. 
For each event, several photons may be tagged in the focal plane de-
tectors, for the purposes of calibration all are taken. As well as random 
events detected, the pion can correspond to genuine p(-y, +)n  events and 
'2C(-y, 7r+)12 B* events. It is not necessary to separate these different events 
as the sharply defined energy of the p(-y, 7rjn reaction results in the ap-
pearance of a ridge in the two dimensional spectra. By adjusting the offset 
and the gain of the different crystals, these ridges are aligned with the cen-
tral diagonal thus calibrating them with the tagger energy. The first three 
crystals from Panoramix are shown in figures 4.16 and 4.17. 
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Figure 4.16: Uncalibrated pion ridge. 
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Figure 4.17: Calibrated pion ridge. 
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4.6 Detector Performance 
By comparing measured and derived values for the free pion photoproduction 
p( y , ir+)n  events, the energy resolution of the detectors can be extracted. In 
doing this however, it is important to establish the the error in the derived 
quantity. Ultimately information from the focal plane detectors and the 
HPGes is combined to form missing energies and opening angles and the 
resolution of these quantities is dependent on the detector resolutions. 
To obtain the overall resolution of a measurement, the difference be-
tween measured and predicted values was plotted, giving a measured error 
adif.  1 Given the error in E. and 0, the error in the predicted value for the 
detector can be calculated [Bev03]. This error ai is combined with the 
error in the difference ordiff to give the actual resolution of the measured 
quantity, Umeas 
crdf f = arneas + 	 (4.17) 
4.6.1 CH2 Events 
Figure 4.18 shows the missing energy for 	events from the CH2 target. 
Only events occurring in the prompt regions of both the microscope and the 
tagger contribute to the spectrum. The values for the nuclear masses used in 
determining kinematic values for this and subsequent reactions were taken 
from [Aud03]. The missing energy (EM,,) is defined in equation 4.18: 
EM S, = E + M - E - Ever 	 (4.18) 
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Where: 
E. = Energy of incident photon 
M = Proton rest mass 
E = Total neutron energy 
Ever = Particle vertex energy (assuming pion mass) 
The vertex energy is extrapolated as described in section (4.1). This gives a 
corresponding vertex momentum of the pion (Pp.) which is used along with 
the incident photon momentum (P.) ) and the pion emission angle in the lab 
frame (9) to determine the momentum of the neutron at the vertex. The 
total relativistic neutron energy (En ) is then determined: 




The histogram in figure 4.18 represents the missing energy as measured with 
the detector Obelix. The events in the peak correspond to the p(y,.+)n  reac-
tion (fitted with a gaussian function of FWHM 1.516 ± 0.14 MeV, the cen-
troid of the Gaussian function was found to be at 139.52 ± 0.06 MeV. This 
agrees with the accepted pion mass of 139.57 MeV) while the background 
events correspond to 12C(y,7r+)12B*  and random events. Pion photoproduc-
tion events on a carbon nucleus in with the range of E can populate several 
states in the residual boron nucleus (as measured by [So90]). The Q-value 
for photoproduction off the proton is -141.50 MeV, while for ground state 
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Figure 4.18: CH2 prompt missing energy spectrum. 
transitions from ' 2 C, the Q-value is -152.94 MeV. Therefore carbon events 
in figure 4.18 will have an additional missing energy component correspond-
ing to the difference in Q-values as results for this spectra are calculated 
using hydrogen kinematics. 
Additionally the miscalculation of nuclear recoil momentum for 12 C 
events (due to the assumption of proton mass) causes the recoil energy to 
be overstated. This effect varies with photon energy and causes a 'smearing' 
of carbon events. Figure 4.19 shows the difference in calculated nuclear 
recoil energy assuming the initial nucleus to be 'H then ' 2 C associated with 
the missing energy calculation used for figure 4.18. For this calculation, 
transition to the ' 2 B ground state was assumed. But as shown in [S090], 
transitions to higher states are more probable. There is also a strong angular 
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Figure 4.19: Difference in calculated nuclear recoil energy for Hydrogen and 
Carbon pion photoproduction events. 
dependence on the smearing effect (due to the net forward momentum in 
the lab frame) and so the shape and relative position of the 1 2 C( y , 7r±)12 B* 
continuum in hydrogen kinematics varies with each detector position. 
4.6.2 Resolution of Ge detectors 
As described in appendix A, the pion vertex energy is a function of only two 
variables, 6 and E1, (equation 4.21). The error in this calculated pion energy 
EIC is thus given by equation 4.22 
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Figure 4.20: Measured minus calculated pion vertex energy for CH2 target as-
suming Hydrogen event. 
To measure a 2  diff and thus determine (Y,neas, we plot the measured 
minus the calculated pion vertex energies. The measured vertex energy is 
derived from the energy deposited in the detector and a correction for dead 
layers. The calculated vertex energy is reconstructed for every hit in the 
prompt timing region for the microscope with 0 provided by the DSSDs. 
Figure 4.20 shows the resulting spectrum for detector Obelix, using a 
'least squares fit', the peak has a FWHM of 1.44 MeV. 
Chapter 5 
Data Analysis 
Following the calibrations, the data is combined from the various detectors 
to reconstruct physical properties on an event by event basis. This chapter 
details how this is achieved and how the data set is then reduced by event 
selection, and how the cross sections are determined. 
5.1 Analysis Code 
The ACQU analysis software was developed at the Kelvin Lab, University of 
Glasgow, with subsequent versions used in this analysis developed and sup-
ported by the University of Mainz in Germany. The software is divided into 
system and user components. The system part provides the general features 
required of any data analysis package i.e. tape handling, data storage, data 
reduction, spectrum storage (and output for secondary analysis) and display 
facilities. Code specific to analysis for a particular experiment is written in 
the user part in the form of user defined spectrum (uds) functions using the 
'C' programming language. 
94 
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Mother uds's are used in an ACQU sort as the primary processing 
stage. A mother uds takes raw ADC data and processes it into physical 
values for use by subsequent child processes. For the analysis using the new 
detector systems used during the July 2002 beamtime, three mother uds's 
were created: 
Ge.stack - mother uds for HPGe and DSSD detector systems. 
Tagger - mother uds for the Tagger FPD. 
Microscope - mother uds for the Microscope FPD. 
Event identification is retrospective in analysis terms. Firstly the in-
formation from the detector is needed to verify the presence of an event. 
Then, if the event is determined to be of interest, the FPD mother uds's 
are called. In this way, information from the Ge.stack uds can act as a veto 
simplifying the analysis. 
The Ge...stack uds verifies which HPGe provided the trigger for the ex-
periment then reads in the appropriate data for that detector. This includes 
walk correction factors for timing, calibration values for the various crys-
tal QDCs and TDCs, and data about the detector configuration, physical 
dimensions and position. 
The Microscope and Tagger mother uds's combine to return a list of 
hits on the focal plane corresponding to an event in the HPGe detector. 
The list consists of the various energies as well as the appropriate weighting 
factor (see section 5.3). 
Finally, as the child uds, Ge.physical utilises the output data from the 
mother processes to reconstruct physical information about each event. The 
techniques used in achieving this comprise the remainder of this chapter. 
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Figure 5.1: Analysis uds structure. 
5.2 Data Reduction 
The aim of the first part of the data analysis is to isolate those pion events 
that correspond to the (-y,  7r) process. Though this was in part done by the 
experimental hardware through appropriate choice of event trigger, the vast 
majority of the data taken is contamination from other reaction channels. 
It is better to make the stricter cuts offline where they are reversible, as a 
stricter hardware trigger setup risks rejecting desired events. 
As a preliminary step in the reduction process, the data is split into 
sets corresponding to whichever detector triggered the experiment. Events 
in which more than one detector triggers are rejected in the experimental 
hardware. These sets are then further reduced by requiring an afterpulse 
event in the same detector. 
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5.2.1 Pion Identification 
Charged pions have a mass m = 139.6 MeV and decay via the weak inter-
action almost exclusively into a muon and a neutrino with a half-life of 26 
us [Ayr7l]. This is too small to be resolved by the detector and the 4.1 MeV 
kinetic energy of the muon is combined with that of the pion. 
	
ir -* u + i7, ± 4.1MeV 	 (5.1) 
+ v + 4.1MeV 	 (5.2) 
The Afterpulse Method: In this technique [Aud77], the positive pion or 
decay muon is stopped in the detector, and at a some time later a second 
pulse from the decay of the muon (p+ - e++0e +zJ) is recorded. Once in the 
detector medium, negative pious quickly undergo nuclear capture, releasing 
140 MeV. This means that decay afterpulses are not detected for negatively 
charged pious, and therefore they are differentiated from positive pious. The 
2.2 ts lifetime of the muon makes it possible to count after the energy of 
the pion has been measured. The positron energy distribution (figure 5.2 
[Bar65]) is such that a large proportion of those would be detected if they 
do not escape the detector. The maximum energy for the decay positrons is 
52.8 MeV. 
The AE - E Method: For either particles with sufficient energy to reach 
the second crystal or for those detectors with DSSDs mounted before them, 
the relative energy signals can be used in separating particles by the ratio 
charge Figure 5.3 shows the AE—E spectrum for one of the HPGe detectors. mass 
The detector was only calibrated up to crystal three as this was the range of 
interest for pious with the range of gamma energies used for this experiment. 
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Figure 5.2: Michel spectrum: The kinetic energy distribution of muon decay 
positrons. 
Section 4.1.2 covers the principle of energy loss in more detail. 
By placing region cuts around pions, other particles and inelastic pion 
events can be excluded. This principle can also be used to place an upper 
limit on acceptable events which stop in the LIE detector. 
With these two systems applied for pion selection, a more sophisticated 
approach is used to further clean up events. Firstly the code checks if the 
detector is that which triggered the event. The afterpulse is then checked 
against the last crystal to fire in the detector. If the afterpulse signal is more 
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Figure 5.3: AE-E spectrum for particle identification. 
than one crystal away from where the pion stopped, this event is rejected. 
By using the SRIM2003 package to perform a Monte Carlo simulation 
of pions stopping in germanium, the variation in range for pions was found 
to be essentially Gaussian in form (see figure 5.4). For various different 
energies, the ratio of FWHM to position was found and plotted (figure 5.5). 
As the straggling is Gaussian in distribution, 99% of the events will be 
within two and a half standard deviations of the mean. The energy of the 
pion is checked against a range table which projects its penetration depth, if 
this does not agree with the depth recorded to within the stated limits (on 
average ±12% of the mean depth), then the event is rejected. 
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Figure 5.4: Simulated stopping distance in HPGe for pions of Energy 50 Me V. 
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Figure 5.5: Straggling effects as a function of energy for pions in Germanium. 
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5.3 Random Subtraction 
Despite the conditions introduced to identify only positive pions from the 
data, there remains a residual contamination of the data by randoms and 
background. Randoms are detector hits uncorrelated with the reaction and 
which generate triggers. 
5.3.1 Random Tagger Hits 
Not all the electrons detected in the focal plane detectors coincide with the 
time of flight for photons from the reaction vertex or are associated with the 
event. For each FPD, there are three different situations which can occur: 
The photon which induces a reaction at the vertex is tagged and 
recorded by the FPD. 
One or more electrons not associated with the photon from the reaction 
are recorded. 
Several electrons, one of which corresponds to the tagged photon, are 
recorded. 
In practice the ideal situation described in 1 occurs rarely due to the 
high tagger multiplicity (for just the elements situated behind the micro-
scope, the multiplicity averages 3.3). A ladder file which combines the 
aligned TDC information for all the tagger elements in the microscope re-
gion of the focal plane shows a background of randoms under a prompt peak 
(see figure 5.6). 
Although prompt events are selected by cutting on the peak, there 
remains a random component which must be subtracted. For one FPD, 
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Figure 5.6: Tagger timing spectrum (tagger time - Ge start time + delay) 
separate random regions are selected in the timing spectrum which are given 
an appropriate negative weight and hence the sum of events from all regions 
is equivalent to the correlated events [Owe9O]. For this one dimensional 
case, the weight of the prompt region (w.prompt) is 1, and the weights of 
the random regions are calculated as functions of the various region widths: 
w_randorn(i) = - 	 (5.3) 
LTrandomi + ATrandOM2 






























Figure 5.7: Tagger time spectrum vs Microscope time spectrum. 
5.3.2 Microscope Random subtraction 
The microscope detects random events in the same way as the tagger, but 
due to the fact that both detectors detect the same particles and only the 
tagger is in the experimental trigger, the random events are not uncorrelated 
and hence must be addressed together. 
A plot of the microscope time vs the tagger time (see figure 5.7) shows 
how for three detectors, there are several different types of events. For a 
triple coincidence between the microscope, tagger and HPGe detector, the 
events form a prompt peak. The diagonal ridge running through the spec-
trum corresponds to events coincident between the tagger and microscope 
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but with a random in the HPGe. The ridges parallel to the x and y axis 
correspond to events which have a coincidence between the HPGe and the 
tagger (t) and microscope (m) respectively with a random event in the re-
maining detector. Finally there is a continuous distribution of events which 
correspond to randoms in all three detectors, so called 'triple randoms'. 
In order to correct for the random events, two dimensional random 
regions were selected in a method analogous to the one dimensional system 
described in section 5.3.1. Figure 5.8 shows a projection onto the XY plane 
of these regions taken from the spectrum in figure 5.7. There are eight 
random regions of differing size (labelled A to H) and a prompt region in 
the centre (P). These nine regions are determined by every combination of 
the one dimensional regions from the individual timing spectra. 
The weighting of the random regions is relative to the prompt region, 
which is normalised as +1. Regions A and B correct for the correlated 
randoms and so their weighting factor is: 
+1 x LTprompt ( t) X L.Tprompt(m) 	
(5.4) WeightA,B 
= - Trandomi2(t) X ATr.ndOM2,1(m) 
For regions C-F, the regions are for two uncorrelated coincidences and a 
random, and the regions are determined by: 
+1 x Tprompt(t) 
Weightc,D = - 	 (5.5) 
2 X Trandorni2(0 
+1 x Aiprompt ( m ) 
WeightE,F - 	 (5.6) 
2 X 1Tranjjomi2(m) 
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Figure 5.8: Tagger time spectrum vs Microscope time spectrum showing random 
regions (log Z projection). 
With this correction factor for the three ridges of 2 coincidence + 1 random, 
the triple random background has been subtracted too many times. Regions 
G and H are given a positive factor to correct for this: 
Weightc,H = 4 (=A—.F Weight x Areaj ) - Weightp x Areap 
2 	 AreaG,H 	
(5.7) 
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Where: 
Area = L1Tregjon (m ) X LTregiorij ( t) 	 ( 5.8) 
Figure 5.9 shows the missing energy from all the events which have an 
entry in one or more of the 9 timing regions in the detector Idefix, with those 
in random regions given a positive rather than negative weight. Figure 5.11 
shows the combined spectra before the subtraction of randoms, and 5.12 the 
effect of the subtraction. The spectrum has been greatly cleaned up with a 
peak corresponding to the H( -y, 7r±)n  reaction, and a continuum of events 
from the 12C(y, +) 12 B* reaction smeared in the Hydrogen kinematic frame. 
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Figure 5.10: Missing energy for Random regions only. 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of total and randoms spectra. 
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Figure 5.12: Randoms subtracted missing energy spectrum for a CH2 target. 
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5.4 Detection Efficiency 
Using the methods described in section 5.2, clean pion events are identified. 
However, not all pions from the reaction enter the detector producing a valid 
hit in the analysis. This may be due to lack of an afterpulse or because of 
inelastic scattering. In measuring an absolute cross section, it is necessary 
to calculate or measure the efficiency of the detectors used in order to gain 
the true number of events. By measuring relative to a known cross-section 
however, the situation is simplified in that many factors relating to the cross-
section simply cancel, e.g. ADC thresholds or dead time of electronics. 
Due to the different kinematics of the p(y, ir)n and 6 Li('y, 7r)6He re-
actions, for a given photon energy above threshold, the lr+  will have different 
energies and so the variation in efficiency must be accounted for. 
5.4.1 Pion Detection Efficiency 
The pion detection efficiency, e, is effectively the probability that a pion 
does not undergo inelastic scattering in the detector and that it decays 
producing an afterpulse during the inspection window. As it depends on the 
scattering probability of the pion it is energy dependent. e, is defined as the 
ratio of the number of pions, N., measured with energy E, to the number 
of pious with that energy entering the detector Y,: 
N7, = 	 (5.9) 
Y7,, the pion yield, varies as a function of photon energy and hence 
E,, (due to the one to one mapping of E1, to E7, at a fixed lab angle). In 
establishing the relative detection efficiency for pious as a function of E7,, 
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factors such as target density, which do not vary with particle energy can 
be ignored and a constant employed to normalise the efficiency relative to a 
nominal pion energy. In this case, 25 MeV. 
The yield is proportional to the number of photons and the cross sec-
tion at a given energy: 
ON(E)(Eir ) 	 ( 5.10) 
dQ 
The photon intensity, N, can be determined from the tagger. As 
the tagging efficiency is constant over the range of elements [Mac95], the 
intensity is proportional to the hits in the element corresponding to a given 
E. This distribution was plotted and fitted as a function of E, (see figure 
5.13). The function was then mapped into the variable of E using the 
kinematic transform (appendix A). The relative pion weighting factors to 
correct for the variation of photon intensity are shown in figure 5.14. 
Using the MAID2003 program (discussed in more detail in section 
6.1.2), the differential cross section as a function of E was generated. This 
was then converted into the lab system and units of E,,. (see figure 5.15). 
The inverse of this was combined with the correction factor for N.(E,) 
producing a weighted correction for the yield. This was applied to the 
energy distribution for pious in the missing energy peak of the p(-y, irjn 
reaction and the result was fitted with a third order polynomial giving the 
pion detection efficiency as a function of energy (figure 5.16). 
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Figure 5.13: Characteristic tagger hit pattern with fitted function. 
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Figure 5.14: Relative pion weighting factors for varying photon intensity. 
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Figure 5.15: Differential cross section, 	for the p(-y, +)m  reaction as a func- 
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Figure 5.16: Relative Pion Detection Efficiency. 
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5.5 Event subtraction 
There remains one additional subtraction to perform in formulating a miss-
ing energy spectrum for the 'Li(-y, 7r)6He reaction. The 6  L target was kept 
in a sealed polythene bag which presents a CH 2 target to the beam. The 
pions from reactions with the bag must be simulated and subtracted from 
the total events for that target. 
This is done by running data from the actual CH 2 target in the kine-
matics of the 'Li(-y, 7r)6 He reaction, then applying a weighting factor, W, 
to this result to correct for the thicker target before it is subtracted from 
the spectrum of Lithium events. D is the total thickness of the material, T 
is the time for which it was in beam. 
= D 9 T6L 	
(5.11) 
Dtarget TcH2 
5.6 Derivation of Cross Sections 
For a known flux of incident particles, the probability of a nuclear reaction 
occurring is measured by finding the yield of reaction products under well 
defined geometrical conditions. This probability is expressed as a cross-
section, a. Its relationship to the yield, 3) (i.e. the total number of reactions 
that take place) is described by the equation: 
3) = 	 (5.12) 
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being the number of incident photons and nt the number of target nuclei 




where NA is Avagadro's number (= 6.02 x 1023)  and A is the nuclear weight. 
Pt, the mass per unit area of the target, is the product of the target density, p, 
the target thickness, t, and a correction factor to account for the proportion 
of the target presented normal to the beam (see figure 4.1): 
p.t 
Pt = 	 (5.14) sin(0) 
A cross section can be thought of as the area in a plane perpendicular 
to the track of an incident particle through which it must pass in order to 
cause the specified reaction in the target nucleus. Cross sections have units 
of area and are usually measured in barns (1 barn = 1 x 10 28m2 ). The cross 
section for any reaction is dependent on energy and as is the case for pion 
photoproduction may exhibit resonance behaviour. The range of photon 
energies used during this experiment are below the first nucleon resonance, 
the delta (EA = 1232 MeV). 
Experimental measurement of actual cross sections is impractical as 
it would require a detector with a sufficient angular acceptance to cover all 
possible emission angles and energies of the reaction products. It is more 
practical and more informative to measure differential cross sections where 
the reactants are limited to some specific phase space. 
For pion photoproduction experiments wherein the residual nucleus is 
in a definite state, the reaction is two-body and the kinematics are such that 
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a measurement of the pion and photon energies and angles is sufficient to 
determine the energy and momentum of the recoil nucleus. The differential 
cross section at given polar and azimuthal angles (9, ), is therefore found 
by measuring the reaction yield, dy,  for pious of solid angle d, and is 
measured in units of barns/steradian (bsr'). 
dcr - 1 dY 
(5.15) 
- 
The element of solid angle, d, in which the pious are measured is 
geometrically defined in terms of El and : 
dl = sin(0)dOd 	 (5.16) 
Clearly a measurement of the differential cross section about all values 





Evaluation of Results 
This chapter deals with the process by which information generated by the 
data analysis stage is used to generate differential cross sections with appro-
priate treatment of error. 
6.1 p(-y, 7)n Differential Cross Section 
To remove some of the associated systematic errors in measuring the differ-
ential cross section for the 6 Li(-y, .+)6He  reaction, we normalise the detector 
responses to that of the differential cross section for the p('y, ir+)n  reaction, 
ultimately deriving a relative cross section. 
6.1.1 MAID calculation 
The MAID code developed at the University of Tübingen uses a unitary 
isobar model to calculate pion photoproduction cross sections on the proton 
for a range of kinematic conditions [Dre99]. This program was used to 
calculate the differential cross section in the centre of momentum (CM) 
116 
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Figure 6.1: The CM differential cross-section for the p('y, ir)n reaction in CM 
(red) and lab (black) angles. E, = 200 Me V. 
frame for the p(-y, .+)n reaction at 500 intervals between 0 and 180 degrees. 
The outputs were then fitted with an appropriate function in ROOT (figure 
6.1). 
Appendix B details the relativistic kinematics for changing between 
lab and centre of mass angles. The relevant conversion was applied to the 
MAID data with E. = 200MeV. At forward and backward angles there is 
little difference, but there is a considerable shift at intermediate angles (also 
shown in figure 6.1). 
6.1.2 Changing frames 
Kinematic quantities in photoproduction reactions are most simply evalu- 
ated in the CM frame where the total momentum is zero. For this reason 
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theoretical calculations of cross sections are usually performed in this refer-
ence frame. Clearly though, for practical reasons, the measurements must 
be performed in the stationary lab frame. To compare experimental data 
with theoretical calculations it is thus necessary to convert between these 
two frames. 
By the chain rule, the differential cross section in the lab frame for any 
angle given in the CM frame is related to the cross section in that frame by 
equation 6.1 
du - da dQcrn 	 (6.1) 
diulab - dcL,, d11 ab 
The Jacobian which transforms the CM cross section into the labora-
tory frame can be written [Tia84]: 
dft, - 	 Wq lab  
d1ab - q.[qlab(kz ab + M) - Ek1abCOS(0)1 	
(6.2) 
Where: 
W = The total energy in the CM frame. 
E,,. = The pion energy in the lab frame. 
0 = The pion emission angle in the lab frame. 
M = Proton mass. 
q = Pion momentum. 
k = Photon momentum. 
By plotting this function for the p(-y, 7rjn reaction in lab coordinates 
(figure 6.2), it can be seen that the effect is to considerably increase the 
cross section at forward angles (figure 6.3) due to the Lorentz boost. 
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Figure 6.2: The transform Jacobian E.. = 200 Me V. 
slab 
Figure 6.3: for the p('y,ir)n reaction. E., = 200 Me  
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6.2 Evaluation of Uncertainties 
Experimental data need to be contextualised so that the relative value in 
determining a particular result can be appreciated. This is done by including 
error information along with the stated results, usually in the form of error 
bars. There are two types of error, systematic and statistical: 
Systematic Errors: 
Systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the calibration procedure, and 
as such there is no simple way in which to quantify them as is the case with 
statistical errors. The sources of systematic errors in this experiment can be 
divided into two groups, variant and invariant. Invariant systematic errors 
are those which do not change between the two experimental set-ups and 
hence are nullified in the final value of the 'Li( -y, 7rj6 He differential cross 
section which is measured relative to that of the p(y, .+)n reaction. The 
sources of invariant systematic error are listed below: 
• Tagging efficiency 
• Detector Solid Angle 
• In-Flight Pion Decay 
The sources of variant systematic errors are: 
• Targets: The two targets were of differing dimensions, and were used 
for different periods of time (see section 6.3.3). 
• Pion Detection Efficiency: see section 6.3.2. 
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Statistical Errors: 
Statistical errors arise in data due to the fact that the measurment is one 
of a probability. In the same way that it would require many throws of 
a die to measure accurately the probability of a particular outcome, the 
improved precision of a cross section measurement relies on the detection of 
more events. 
In the simplest case, for a bin with N counts, the associated statistical 
error is s/N. In the current experiment, the situation is complicated by the 
presence of a background to the peaks and the need to perform a randoms 
subtraction (section 6.3.4). 
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6.3 6Li(y, 7r+)6  He Differential Cross Section 
Though very similar, the experimental measurements made with the two 
targets were not completely homologous, and some correction factors are 
employed to account for discrepancies between the two set-ups. The rela-
tionship between values for the two differential cross sections (measured at 
an angle determined in the lithium kinematics) is given by equation 6.3 
dcr 	 1 NLTCH2  /da\ 
(J6Lj = EC (EI )NH TL (\do)H 	
(6.3) 
'Where: 
NLj = Number of counts in the Lithium peak 
NH = Number of counts in the Hydrogen peak 
= Correction factor for pion detection efficiency 
TLj = Lithium target correction 
TCH2 = CH2 target correction 
(
i) 	= 6 Li(y, 7r) 6He differential cross section 
dO 6Li 
(dcr'\ 	+ 
- = P(7,r )n differential cross section 
Wi / H 
6.3.1 Determination of counts 
To determine the number of counts and hence the number of detected events 
corresponding to each reaction, a randoms subtracted histogram is con-
structed (as described in chapter 5), and functions fitted to separate the 
background from real counts. 
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Figure 6.4: CH2 Missing energy spectrum showing fitted functions. 
Pions from the reaction channel of interest are identified by their miss-
ing energy when the histogram is formed from the corresponding kinematics. 
Figure 6.4 shows the result of a fit on the missing energy for the H(-y, ir)n 
reaction kinematics with the CH 2 target. The histogram is fitted with a 
function which is a sum of a gaussian and a polynomial. The polynomial 
(dashed line) is a fit to the background (in this case mainly events from 
the 12C(-y, +)llB*  reaction), while the gaussian fits the genuine H(-y, +)n 
events. A similar method is used for fitting the Lithium spectrum (fig-
ure 6.5), with two gaussian functions used to fit events corresponing to the 
ground and first excited states. The separation of these functions is fixed at 
1.8 MeV which corresponds to the first excited state in 'He [Fir96]. For a 
reaction channel fitted by a gaussian function, G, the number of counts is 
determined by: 
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G(E)dE 	 (6.4) 
GG 
Figure 6.5 contains an additional background due to the proximity of 
the detector to the beam. This background was caused by non-target reac-
tions and is manifest at missing energies below 0 MeV. Idefix was the closest 
detector to the beam and this effect was not seen in the other detectors. The 
equivalent spectrum from Obelix is shown in diagram 6.6. 
6.3.2 Detection Efficiency Corrections 
The correction for detection efficiency, E (e,,-), is required because of the dif-
ferent energy ranges of pious from the different targets. Due to the differing 
kinematics, photons of the same energy produce pious of different kinetic 
energy in each target. E(€) is a ratio of the average detection efficiencies 
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Figure 6.6: 6 Li Missing energy spectrum for Obelirr showing fitted functions. 
for each target. If E 1 and E2 are the maximum and minimum energy pions 
which are produced for the range of E from the hydrogen target and E 3 and 
E4 are the corresponding values for the Lithium target, the pion detection 
efficiency correction is given by: 
E(e) 
- fE2 edE7  (E4 - E3 ) 
(6.5)El 	 E
- (E2 - E1) f4 fidE.,r 
6.3.3 Target Corrections 
The target corrections account for variations in the amount of time for which 
a particular target was in the beam, T, the average beam current for the 
time the target was in situ, I, and the physical properties of the target which 
affect the number density of nuclei of the species of interest. .A,: 
T=TA1I 	 (6.6) 
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For the lithium target Arp = 0.0383 mol/cm 2 and for the CH 2 target, 
Arp = 0.0286 mol/cm2 . 
6.3.4 Error analysis 
The uncertainty in the lithium differential cross section, CTLi, is determined 
by the various contributions from the other factors in equation 6.3. The 
uncertainties in TCH2  and TL j are small and can be ignored: 
2 	/ th 
2 	
0N2 	+ i!Ll Li= 	 E 	H2] 	
(6.7) 
Where: 
ULi = Uncertainty in Lithium differential cross section 
N1 = The number of counts in the Hydrogen peak 
N2 = The number of counts in the Lithium peak 
= Correction factor for pion detection efficiency 
H = Hydrogen differential cross section 
ai = Errors associated with above factors 
Excellent agreement was found between the MAID calculations for 
the p( -y, ir)n and available data [Dre99]. An estimate for the uncertainty in 
the MAID values, aH, was taken as 5% from the errors associated with the 
experimental data used in testing the calculations [Bue94]. The uncertainty 
0E is found from equation 6.5 to be no greater than 3%, with negligible 
variation due to detector angle. 
When a background function is fitted to our spectrum composed of 
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weighted spectra, the uncertainty becomes: 
I r±a 	 1 fL+7 
OrN = 	T(E)dE + J 	B(E)dE + J 	R(E)dE 	(6.8) V M 
Where T(E) is the total distribution before randoms are subtracted, 
B(E) represents the polynomial which fits the background and R(E) is the 
polynomial fitted to the randoms histogram from which the missing energy 
spectrum is derived. A weighting factor is applied to this term to account for 
the actual weighting of the randoms before subtraction in the final spectrum. 
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6.4 Results 
Table 6.1 lists the results from the transformed MAID code, as well as the 
measured cross sections for the 'Li(-y, 7r+)6 He  reaction where the final nu-
cleus is in either the ground state or the first excited state. Errors, where 







6Li('y, iri6Heg3  
(nb/sr) 
X-Section 
6Li('y, 7r)6 Hei8 
(gb/sr) 
45 10.54 1.333 ± 0.245 0.818 ± 0.218 
55 10.21 0.859 ± 0.110 0.402 ± 0.0867 
65 9.84 0.490 ± 0.0746 0.336± 0.0673 
75 9.36 0.176 ± 0.0516 0.441 ± 0.0678 
100 7.75 0.0127± 0.0652 1.379 ± 0.106 
125 6.29 0.258± 0.0652 0.697 ± 0.0801 
150 5.30 0.810 ± 0.0865 0.795 ± 0.0889 
Table 6.1: Tabulation of differential cross section results, total errors included. 
Chapter 7 
Discussion and Conclusion 
7.1 Ground State 
The results for the differential cross section for 6 Li(y, +)6Hegs  are presented 
in figure 7.1 along with the previous measurements; the data of Shoda et. 
al. at 195 MeV photon energy and the data of Shaw et. al. at 200 MeV. 
Displayed in figure 7.1 are calculations performed by S. Karataglidis et. al. 
(dotted and dashed lines, [KarOO]), in which the final nucleus is assumed 
to be in a halo and non-halo state respectively. These calculations were 
performed using a DWIA with Woods-Saxon and Harmonic Oscillator single 
particle wavefurictions to model the halo and non-halo respectively. 
The calculation of S. Young, (solid line, [You04]) represents a devel-
opment of the previous calculation using the PWIA neglecting final state 
interactions. The calculation uses a cluster model to determine wavefunc-
tions. This calculation was found to have reason ableagreement with the 
previous available data. However, this does not describe the observed be- 
129 
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haviour of the cross section in this experiment at backward angles. These 
calculations are both a poor fit to the existing data, and are far too low at 
backward angles. 
The measurements taken by Shoda et. al. (Tokyo data), though at 
different angles to those in this study and only taken at forward angles, 
appear to be consistent with the current results. The results of Shaw et. al. 
(MIT-Bates data) are considerably lower than those of the other two data 
sets, and at 900  there is a discrepancy of a factor of ten between the two 
points. At backward angles the only data point, at 135°, contrasts sharply 
with the points from this experiment. 
The 'End Point Technique' (EPT) used by both the Tokyo and MIT-
Bates groups to determine the photonuclear cross section for the population 
of the ground state of the residual nucleus can give rise to large systematic 
errors if the end-point of the spectrum does not show up clearly against 
the background of high energy events. For the measurement [Sho81], there 
is a clear end point in the ir+  energy spectrum, so a clean selection of pious 
which populated the ground state can be expected. This is consistent with 
the observation that the results for the population of the ground state are 
in agreement with those for this experiment. For the data taken by [Sha91} 
however, there is no clear end point in the spectrum which also contains 
an unexplained background. The events selected do not comprise a clean 
cut in the spectrum, so it is perhaps not surprising that the values are 
inconsistent with those of a more rigorous approach. It has to be be con-
cluded therefore that though fundamental as a first indication of the validity 
of this experimental approach, a more sophisticated approach using tagged 
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relative to the well established H(-y, ir+)n  cross section, many of the system-
atic errors which are difficult to estimate in the EPT method are removed 
entirely. 
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7.2 First Excited State 
Figure 7.2 shows the available data points for the 'Li(-y, 7r)6 Hei3t reaction. 
Due to the difficulty in performing this measurement using the EPT, it 
has received little attention from theorists and experimentalists alike. With 
the current technique however, it is measurable in the same manner as the 
6 Li("y, 7r+)6 He9s  reaction. The data suggests a moderate minimum at around 
600, with a peak around 1000.  Comparison between the one other published 
set of measurements [Sho8l] and the current values shows little more than 
an order of magnitude agreement. There is no discernible shoulder in the 
pion end point spectrum where it would be expected for the population of 
the 1.8 MeV first excited state in the Tokyo data, that combined with the 
fact that the data would be inseparable from the ground state data on an 
event by event basis, unlike the current data, may explain the disagreement 
between results. 
The two calculations included in figure 7.2 are a Cohen-Kurath (CK) 
shell model calculation (published in [Sho8l]), and the shell model calcula-
tion phenomenologically adjusted to the electron scattering data (Sask C), 
[Ber8O]. 
Both calculations are at forward and slightly intermediate angles, with 
no description of the backward cross section. It is not surprising, given that 
these are not custom calculations, that neither plot shows any resemblance 
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7.3 Conclusions 
The conclusions which can be drawn from the work described in this thesis 
fall into two categories; those relating to the experimental techniques em-
ployed, including the use of the Ge6-array as a viable tool for this type of 
study, and those relating to the results extracted and their implications for 
future theoretical and experimental work. 
As a first use of the stacked germanium detector and DSSD array, this 
experiment determined the parameters of the system and established the 
feasibility of the array for high resolution intermediate energy photonuclear 
reactions. No upper limit on the resolution was established due to the con-
straints of the tagging system, but a lower limit of 1.4 MeV for HPGes with 
DSSDs mounted was determined. 
Current theoretical calculations give poor fits to both old and new 
data for transitions to the ground state. The deep minimum observed in 
the spectrum suggests a single nucleon wavefunction in He is involved as 
interaction with the core is minimal at angles lower than that. The cross 
section at backward angles is much higher than previously thought, this 
could be due to the function having been adjusted to fit the old data or 
perhaps the halo is not as large as previously thought. Alternatively, there 
may be some strength from interactions with the 'He core at backward angles 
which is not considered in the most recent calculation. It should be noted 
that the present calculations are made using the PWIA and do not therefore 
take into account the disturbance of the outgoing pion waves due to final 
state interactions. More calculations for the first excited state are needed 
for a comparison to be made. 
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The comparison of data obtained in this experiment to available the-
oretical calculations illustrates the need for more measurements at interme-
diate and backward angles to increase the sensitivity to the nature of the 
halo states in the residual nucleus. Using the techniques described in this 
thesis, a follow up experiment using the Ge6 array is planned at the MAX 
Lab facility in Lund in 2005. The follow up experiment is expected to have 
an improved photon energy resolution, lower randoms incidence as a con-
sequence of running at a lower incident electron beam energy and better 
pion angular resolution through an improved DSSD configuration. With 
additional measurements at 90°, 1100  and 1200 it should be possible to de-
termine with a greater degree of accuracy the position of the minimum in the 
6Li(y, ir+) 6 Hegs cross section. The present experimental data is expected 
to encourage more detailed calculations of the 6 Li(-y, +)6He98  as well as a 




Figure A.1: Lab frame kinematics. 
A general derivation of the kinematics for single pion photoproduction A(y, 7r)B. 
The symbols used are defined as follows: 
M = Rest Mass 
P = Momentum 
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T = Kinetic Energy 
E = Energy 
9 = Pion emission angle 
a = Emission angle of B 
By conservation of energy and momentum (natural units): 
E+MA=EIr +EB=ET 	 (A.1) 
P.7 = P.cos(0) + PBcos(a) 	 (A.2) 
	
Pirsin(9) = PB sirt(cx) 	 (A.3) 
Where ET is the total energy of the system. Using the relationship E2 = 
p2 + M 2 , from equation A.1 we get: 
E7, = ET - 	+ M 	 (A.4) 
From the cosine rule: 
P = P + P - 2P-,Pircos9 	 (A.5) 
Rearranging equation A.4 and substituting into A.5 for P: 
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By substituting A = E + M - P - MB2 and P = E - M, equation A.6 
can be rearranged to form a quadratic in En.: 
[4E - 4Pcos2O]E - [4AET)]E + [A2 + 4PMcos2 1 = 0 	(A.7) 
Which solves to give: 
AET + PycosO.tJ 	
(A.8)
A2 - 4M(E - Pcos 2 9) 
E,= 
	 2(E - Pws2O) 
The kinetic energy is determined by 
T=E—M7, 	 (A.9) 
Figure A.2: The solution of equation (A.8) for a Hydrogen target. 
Appendix B 
CM to Lab Frame Conversion 
Figure B.1 shows the two frames of reference between which it is needed to 
convert. In the Lab frame: 
	
Momentum P 	 (B.1) 
Energy E=E+MAC 2 (B.2) 
For conversion to the centre of mass (CM) frame (figure B.1(b)) we can 
consider the system to consist of a composite object of rest mass M*  and 
velocity 3c. Thus M*c2  is the total energy measured in the CM frame. 
Pc 	p-y c 
(B.3) 
E E+MA C2 
and 	 (M*c2)2 = E2 - P2 c2 	 (B.4) 
= (E + MAC2)2 - pc2 	(B.5) 
Thus: 
M*2 = 2EMA C 2 + M 	 (B.6) 
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Figure B.1: Two body reaction in (a) Laboratory frame, (b) CM frame. 
The gamma factor for the centre of mass is: 
1 	E+MAC2 
= 	- 2) = M*c2 	
(B.7) 
In the CM system, the resultant particles have equal and opposite momen-
tum, p', and the total energy is MY: 
/M c2 + p'2 +/Mc2  + p'2 M*c2 	 (B.8) 
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Which is rearranged in terms of p' to give: 
P,
2 = (M - 2(M + M) + (M - M)2 M*_ 2 ) 	( B.9) 
In the CM frame, the components of the ir momentum are: 
p'cos (Or) 	 ( B.10) 
p =p'sin(e) 	 (B.].].) 
The ir energy in the CM frame, E7 ., is: 
E.1 = \/p'2 c2 + Mc4 	 (B.12) 
M—M 
(M*  
+ 	M* ) 	
(B.13) 
To obtain the momentum p,-  in the lab frame, we use the appropriate Lorentz 
transformation, which in 4-vector notation is: 
Pirx 	0 0 —iy3 Prxl 
Piry 	10 	10 	0 	P'lrj - 	 (B.14) 
Pirz 	0 	0 1 	0 
0 0 Lc 




(P 	c ) 
(Or) + 7r (B.15) 
Piry = P'Sfl (8) 	 (B.16) 
Pirz = 0 	 (B.17) 
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These can now be expressed completely in constants and lab variables by 
substituting for p' and E' , from equations B.9 and B.13. This treatment for 
the ir is equally valid for the recoiling nucleus B. 





(er) 	 13 ) (.18) cot (0) = - = cot r + —cosec 
Piry p/c 
Similarly the recoil nucleus travelling antiparallel to the pion in the CM 
frame has an angle 0 in the lab frame given by: 
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